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Non-residential buildings
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Residential buildings

USGBC

U.S. Green Building Council
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DEFINITIONS
Bonus/Bonus credit

Requirements for advanced building performance which grants
additional scores.

Baseline building

A hypothetical building which is built against certain codes
or regulations, and is used as baseline when evaluating
improvements.

Certification/rating

The final recognition that a project building obtains from a
certification body.

Certification body

An organisation which certifies the project building and issues
the certificate.

Credit/Normal Credit

Credits earn points, a project building can choose which credits
it wants to pursue.

Existing buildings

Operation and maintenance performance of existing buildings.

GBRSs

The selected green building rating systems under the scope of
the study.

New buildings

Building design and as-built for new building projects and major
renovation/alteration works on existing buildings.

Performance approach1

In buildings, the performance approach requires that the
building as a whole performs to a certain standard, e.g. uses
less energy than the same building built to prescriptive code.

Prescriptive approach1

In buildings, prescriptive approach requires that each
component is built to a certain standard, e.g. Wall R-value of at
least 20.

Project buildings

Buildings that are pursuing certification under the GBRSs.

Provision

A collective term for “Prerequisite” and “Credit”.

System aspect

Each system aspect addresses an area of building-related
environmental impacts and has a number of prerequisites or
credits assigned to it.

Score

Scores are awarded where a project building demonstrates
that it meets requirements of credits. The number of scores a
project building earns determines the level of certification it
receives.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND
In September 2020, China announced an ambitious goal of becoming carbon neutral
by 2060, followed by Hong Kong announcing the net-zero target by 2050 soon
after. A process that will generate trillions of dollars worth of green and sustainable
finance investment opportunities. This decision was made in the context of the Paris
Agreement, a framework which aims to limit global warming ideally to 1.5 degrees
Celsius above pre-industrial levels.
In Hong Kong’s uniquely high-density built environment, activities in buildings account
for more than 90% of electricity consumption and 60% of greenhouse gas emissions.
Reducing energy consumption in buildings is therefore crucial, especially in the shortand medium-term, before the power supply is fully decarbonised.
The Green Building Project, a collaboration between Hong Kong 2050 is Now and the
Greater Bay Area Green Finance Alliance (GBA-GFA), aims to decarbonise the region,
using Hong Kong as a pilot, and to maximise green finance opportunities in the building
industry. Hong Kong must develop a concrete plan to transform the city into a zeroemissions economy and society.
This study, which covers green building certification energy benchmarking, is part of
the Green Building Project’s multi-pronged approach, which will also include research,
policy gap analysis, and the development of finance solutions.

ABOUT THE STUDY
Green Building Rating Systems (GBRSs) play a key role in assessing environmental
impact and sustainability, and in facilitating decarbonisation in the building sector.
Eight GBRSs were chosen for this comparative study: CGBL, BEAM Plus, BREEAM,
Green Mark, Green Star, LEED, EDGE, and NABERS Energy. They are categorised into
two main types: scoring-based rating systems and performance-based rating systems,
based on their certification methodologies. Of these, BEAM Plus is a Hong Kongbased GBRS and the others are from other jurisdictions.
This study compares the similarities and differences between the GBRSs, in particular
taking a deep dive into energy-related requirements. The purpose is to gain insight
into whether existing GBRSs sufficiently facilitate decarbonisation in the building
sector.
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1
The study finds that the
energy aspects of the two
performance-based rating
systems, EDGE and NABERS,
constitute a significantly higher
percentage to the overall
certification, compared to
scoring-based rating systems.

4
Incentives are the key drivers for
GBRSs to scale up. In Hong Kong,
since the roll out of the Gross
Floor Area (GFA) concession
incentive, around 60% of new
buildings have applied for BEAM
Plus assessment and more
than 95% of the projects have
applied for GFA concessions,
based on a BEAM Society Ltd
(BSL) estimation. Singapore
provides financial incentives on
retrofitting with Green Mark,
which can be used as a case
study for Hong Kong.

2
Clearly defined energy savings
requirements at each certification
levels are crucial for the building
sector to move towards net zero,
with a clear pathway towards
100% energy savings. Six out
of eight GBRSs (BREEAM and
NABERS Energy are out of scope
for this exercise) were examined,
only EDGE and Green Star
recognise 100% energy saving,
and LEED recognises up to 50%.

5
Actual energy performance data
is still lacking in Hong Kong, as
ongoing monitoring and data
disclosure are not prerequisites
for GBRSs certification. One
exception is NABERS, in which the
Australia government requires
office space over 1,000m2 to
disclose energy performance
data and certification needs to
be renewed annually. LEED sets
actual energy data monitoring
as a prerequisite, but data is only
shared with certification bodies.
The role of regulation will be
further examined in the Building
Policy Decarbonisation Report.

3
While on-site renewable energy
is widely accepted by the eight
examined GBRSs, less than
half of the GBRSs accept both
off-site renewable energy
(Green Power, RECs) and carbon
mitigation projects.

6
For existing buildings, actual
operational energy performance
data should be used to measure
the accuracy of energy efficiency
achieved for certification,
enhancing energy data
transparency, and incentivising
the green transformation of the
building industry.

7
Opportunities are identified
for BEAM Plus, the Hong Kong
GBRS, to collaborate with
performance-based GBRSs to
enhance operational energy
performance and transparency,
in order to further market
coverage and to attract
international investors.
88
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FINDINGS
The energy aspects of performance-based rating systems, EDGE and NABERS,
contribute a significantly higher percentage to the overall certification,
compared to scoring-based rating systems. Although the energy aspect is one of
the top three contributors across all GBRSs in both new and existing buildings, the
contribution varies largely, in particular between scoring-based and performancebased rating systems (Figure ES-1). Performance-based rating systems (NABERS
Energy and EDGE) outperform in terms of total energy aspect contribution to the
overall rating, ranging between 33% (EDGE) to 100% (NABERS Energy), across
both new and existing buildings. NABERS Energy is the only standalone energy
certification in which a compulsory green building certification is required, in this
case by the Australian authorities. EDGE has the highest total energy contribution
to the overall certification when compared to all the voluntary GBRSs across both
new and existing buildings, ranging between 33% and 71%, according to different
certification levels. Scoring-based rating systems’ total energy aspect contribution
range between 9% (CGBL) and 30% (LEED) for new buildings and between 20%
(BREEAM) and 52% (Green Mark) for existing buildings.

Figure ES-1
Energy Aspect of the Overall Rating
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Improving energy efficiency and incorporating renewable energy strategies can
help buildings reach net zero. The study looks into the requirements of GBRSs
on overall energy saving and renewable energy. It compares the energy saving
requirements across GBRSs (BREEAM and NABERS Energy are out of scope for this
exercise). Among the six other GBRSs, only two (Green Star and EDGE) award scores
or certification for recognising energy saving up to 100%, which is an important
factor for moving towards net zero. The remaining four GBRSs provide limited
recognition for building energy savings. (Figure ES-2)

Figure ES-2
Building Energy Savings Contribution to the Overall Rating
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The study examines the GBRSs’ renewable energy requirements. All allow on-site
carbon emissions offset, however the level of contributions varies largely: 33% to
100% from performance-based rating systems on both new and existing buildings vs.
<11% and <5% on all scoring-based GBRSs for new and existing buildings respectively.
(Figures ES-3 and ES-4)
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Both performance-based GBRSs, EDGE and NABERS Energy, recognise carbon
emission offset with off-site renewable energy and carbon mitigation projects. EDGE
awards Zero Carbon certification to project buildings that achieve carbon neutrality
with 40% or more energy savings on-site, then achieving 100% through on-site
renewable energy, off-site renewable energy, or carbon mitigation projects. NABERS
provides a Climate Active Carbon Neutral Building Certification for project buildings
that achieve full carbon neutrality. For scoring-based rating systems, only Green Star
provides meaningful recognition on off-site renewable energy and carbon mitigation
projects, at an overall contribution of 16% and 23% on new and existing buildings
respectively.

Figure ES-3
On-site Renewable Energy Contribution to the Overall Rating
for New Buildings
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Figure ES-4
On-site Renewable Energy Contribution to the Overall Rating for
Existing Buildings
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Most of the GBRSs do not validate the actual operational energy performance
of new buildings before certification. Before the completion of certification,
only NABERS Energy, Green Mark and EDGE (Zero Carbon) require new buildings
to provide actual energy data for at least one year to validate their actual energy
efficiency. Moreover, ongoing energy data monitoring and disclosure after the award
of certification is not a mandatory requirement for most of the GBRSs, except LEED.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
GBRSs play a key role in guiding the building industry to transitioning to net zero.
This section lays out some recommendations for GBRSs to consider in general, and
for the Hong Kong building sector specifically.

General
1. In order to provide a clearer illustration of the buildings’ energy performance,
GBRSs’ energy performance requirements must be clearly defined at each
certification level, with a clear pathway towards 100% energy saving. For
examples, EDGE requires 20% for EDGE Certified, 40% for EDGE Advanced, and
100% for Zero Carbon Certification.
2. GBRSs should fully recognise carbon emission reductions from both on- and offsite renewal energy, and from carbon mitigation projects.
3. GBRSs should be recognised by international green and sustainable finance
certification bodies or principles, e.g. the International Capital Market
Association (ICMA)2, the Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI)3, and / or the Asia Pacific
Loan Market Association (APLMA)4, to immediately qualify for international
investors.
4. Ongoing energy data monitoring should be set as a prerequisite.
5. Local incentives should be tightened to encourage the building sector to
move towards net zero, including energy data performance and disclosure,
life cycle assessment on carbon emissions, and by achieving certain GBRS
certification levels. This will be further examined separately in the Building Policy
Decarbonisation Report.

Hong Kong
Short-term

• BEAM Plus (the Hong Kong GBRS) should consider collaboration with EDGE, i.e.
dual certifications, as EDGE already covers items #1-3 and is the least labour- and
technically intense.
• BEAM Plus should enhance operational energy certification with tools to
quantify carbon emissions.
• International GBRS coverage should be widened in Hong Kong. EDGE will roll out
software coverage for Hong Kong.
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Medium- to longer-term
• BEAM Plus should work towards being automatically recognised by international
green and sustainable finance certification bodies.
• CBI should establish a Hong Kong low-carbon buildings criteria baseline as part of
its Climate Bonds Standard Certification Scheme.
• A feasibility study should be conducted for Hong Kong to move towards
mandatory disclosure on energy performance data.
• A one-stop energy performance collection centre should be established to host
all building energy performance data and be made accessible to the public.
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1. BACKGROUND
Green Building Rating Systems (GBRSs) are used to assess and recognise buildings
which meet certain green requirements or standards. Rating tools, often voluntary,
recognise and reward companies and organisations which build and operate greener
buildings, thereby encouraging and incentivising them to push the boundaries of
sustainability.5 There are a number of GBRSs available to assess the environmental
impacts and sustainability of different types of buildings at various stages. We
conducted a comparative study of GBRSs to provide insights on their similarities and
differences, especially in terms of energy aspects.

1.2. AIMS OF THE STUDY
The study aims to:
• provide an overview of the GBRSs
• compare the energy-related requirements across the GBRSs
• gain insight into whether existing GBRSs sufficiently facilitate decarbonisation in
the building sector.

1.3. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The study covers new and existing buildings under the GBRSs, which includes:
CGBL
BEAM Plus
BREEAM
Green Mark

(China)
(Hong Kong)
(UK)
(Singapore)

Green Star
LEED
EDGE
NABERS

(Australia)
(US)
(IFC)
(Australia)

In the study, we focus on the building types that constitute the majority of the new
and existing building stock, in both residential and commercial buildings. Newest
versions of the assessment manuals/guidelines of the GBRSs as of 1 Jan 2020 were
selected for the study. Table 1 provides a summary of the assessment manuals/
guidelines of each GBRS.
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TABLE 1
Version of GBRSs Covered in the Study
GBRSs

For New Buildings
Assessment Manuals/
Guidelines

For Existing Buildings
Version

Assessment Manuals/
Guidelines

Version

CGBL

Assessment Standard for GB/T
Green Building of China 503782019

Nil6

BEAM Plus

BEAM Plus New
Buildings

V2.0

BEAM Plus Existing
V2.0
Buildings Comprehensive
Scheme

BREEAM

BREEAM International
New Construction 2016

V2.0

BREEAM In-Use
International 2015

V3.2

Green
Mark

Green Mark NonResidential Buildings

NRB: 2015

Green Mark for Existing
Non-Residential
Buildings

ENRB:2017

Green Mark for
Residential Buildings

RB: 2016

Green Mark for Existing
Residential Buildings

V1.1

Green Stars Green Star Design & As
Built

V1.3

Green Star Performance

V1.2

LEED

LEED BD+C New
Constructions

V4

LEED O&M Existing
Buildings

V4

EDGE

EDGE User Guide for All
Building Types

V2.1

EDGE User Guide for All
Building Types7

V2.1

NABERS

NABERS Commitment
Agreements - Handbook
for Estimating NABERS
Ratings

V1.1

NABERS Energy and
Water for Offices - The
Rules

V3.2

NABERS Energy and
Water Ratings for
Apartment Buildings The Rules

V1.1
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2

GREEN BUILDING RATING SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
2.1. INTRODUCTION
2.1.1. CGBL
The CGBL, namely, the China Green Building Label, was launched by the Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s Republic of China in 2006
as a voluntary local8 standard. It has been widely accepted and applied throughout
the whole country. Some local governments make it a compulsory requirement for
new buildings to obtain a 1-star level of certification as a minimum requirement
(for more details, please refer to section 2.7 Incentives and Regulations). The latest
version of this local standard has been officially implemented since August 2019.
This local standard addresses building performance on safety and durability, health
and comfort, occupant convenience, resources saving and environmental liveability.
The CGBL aims to improve the energy efficiency of buildings and curb growth in
consumption by setting requirements on savings and efficient use. It focuses on
the performance of each building service system by setting minimum prescriptive
requirements and normal credits. Relatively, it allocates less scores to the overall
energy saving of the whole building compared to other rating systems.

2.1.2. BEAM Plus
BEAM Plus, launched in 1996 and formerly known as HK-BEAM, is Hong Kong’s local
standard to offer independent assessments of building sustainability performance.
It is a voluntary scheme that is tailor-made for the high-rise, high-density built
environment and the sub-tropical climate of Hong Kong. Recognised and certified
by the HKGBC, BEAM Plus offers a comprehensive set of performance criteria for
a wide range of sustainability issues relating to the planning, design, construction,
commissioning, management, operation and maintenance of buildings.
BEAM Plus encourages buildings owners to achieve better energy performance
beyond the minimum requirements from local building energy codes. For new
buildings, BEAM Plus focuses on the reduction of building operation energy
consumption. For existing buildings, BEAM Plus stimulates thorough evaluation of
the performance of building and services system designs and greater investments
for improving the energy performance. This is a way to reduce energy consumption,
environmental impacts, and peak electricity demand.

2.1.3. BREEAM
BREEAM, launched in 1990 by BRE Group, provides social and economic benefits while
mitigating the environmental impacts of the built environment. It is now a voluntary
international9 standard that is operated and applied through a network of international
operators, assessors and industry professionals.
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BREEAM encourages energy-efficient building design, as well as systems and equipment
that support the sustainable use of energy in buildings. It also emphases sustainable
management of the building’s operation. Credits in this aspect assess measures to
improve the inherent energy efficiency of the building, encourage carbon emission
reduction, and support efficient management throughout the operational phase of the
building.

2.1.4. Green Mark
The Green Mark Scheme was launched by BCA in 2005 as an initiative to drive
Singapore’s construction industry towards more environmentally-friendly
buildings. It is intended to promote sustainability in the built environment and raise
environmental awareness among developers, designers and builders when they
start project conceptualisation and designs, as well as during construction. Green
Mark comprises a number of distinct rating tools that together holistically rate the
built environment for its environmental performance.
Green Mark aims to achieve high energy efficiency in buildings and sets
requirements to guide the design, construction and operation in an energy-efficient
way. Apart from a prerequisite for total building energy reduction set for GoldPlus and
Platinum ratings10, there are several credits also addressing the energy efficiency of
different building service systems based on prescriptive criteria.

2.1.5. Green Star
Green Star, launched by Green Building Council of Australia in 2003, is a voluntary
local sustainability rating system for buildings and communities. It assesses the
sustainability of projects at all stages of the built environment life cycle, and
improves environmental efficiencies in buildings, while also considering users’ health
and productivity, and operational cost savings.
Green Star aims to reward projects that are designed and constructed to reduce
overall greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by energy demand reduction, use efficiency,
and power generation from alternative sources. Two integrated energy-related
credits are set for both new and existing buildings: the Greenhouse Gas Emissions
credit and the Peak Electricity Demand Reduction credit. Under these two credits,
there are several sub-items set for different aspects of building service systems.

2.1.6. LEED
LEED was developed by the US Green Building Council (USGBC), an international
and widely used GBRS. It is a voluntary, market-driven, consensus-based tool that
serves as a guideline and assessment mechanism for the design, construction, and
operation of high-performance green buildings and neighbourhoods. LEED is for all
building types and all building phases including new construction, interior fit-outs,
operations and maintenance, and core and shell.
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LEED aims to reduce the environmental and economic harm associated with
excessive energy use. For both new and existing buildings, the requirements on
building energy performance are stated in the Prerequisite (Minimum Energy
Performance) and the Credit (Optimise Energy Performance). The former requires
a minimum level of energy efficiency for a building and its system. The latter
intends to achieve increasing levels of energy performance beyond the prerequisite
standard.

2.1.7. EDGE
EDGE, an innovation of the International Finance Corporation (IFC), is comprised
of a free web-based software, a universal standard, and a certification system for
more than 160 countries. It focuses on making buildings more resource-efficient
for energy, water and materials. Rather than suggesting a perfect or prescribed
scenario, EDGE provides users with a set of best-practice options to explore and
identify an optimum design solution.
EDGE provides energy-efficiency measures for users to select and apply to their
buildings for both new and existing buildings. It is a performance-based system
and requires a minimum achievement of a 20% reduction in energy consumption
compared with local practices. With EDGE online software, the overall energysimulated performance of each project building will be assessed based on actual
parameters against 45 energy-efficiency measures adopted in the building.

2.1.8. NABERS
NABERS is a performance-based rating system for buildings initiated by the
Australian government. NABERS provides separate standalone rating schemes
to measure the energy efficiency, water usage, waste management and indoor
environmental quality of a building or tenancy and its impact on the environment.
(These are NABERS Energy, NABERS Water, NABERS Waste and NABERS Indoor
Environment.) It assesses the actual environmental impact of a building by using
third-party verified data, such as utility bills, and compares its performance to
similar buildings in the market.
The NABERS Energy rating is calculated by benchmarking the actual data of
energy consumption and associated GHG emissions within 12 months for the
rated premises, and comparing them against buildings of the same category. The
consumption figures are adjusted based on factors such as building area, hours
of use, climate, equipment density (tenancy and overall building ratings) and the
greenhouse intensity of the energy source to ensure fair comparison. The NABERS
Energy rating is mandatory for office buildings with areas exceeding 1,000m2.
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2.2. DEVELOPMENT PATH
CGBL

Figure 1
Origins and Market Coverage

BEAM Plus

• Origins: China
• Launch Year: 2006
• Certified buildings
(within its origins): 4,515
• Certified buildings
(outside its origins): 0

• Origins: HKSAR
• Launch Year: 1996
• Assessed buildings
(within its origins): 929
• Assessed buildings
(outside its origins): 2

LEED

• Origins: USA
• Launch Year: 1998
• Certified buildings
(within its origins): 33,632
• Certified buildings
(outside its origins): 7,798

BREEAM

EDGE
•
•
•
•

Green Mark

Origins: IFC
Launch Year: 2015
Certified buildings: 10,606
Certified area: 11,156,400 m2
Floor Space

• Origins: UK
• Launch Year: 1990
• Certified buildings
(within its origins): 12,734
• Certified buildings
(outside its origins): 9,667

• Origins: Singapore
• Launch Year: 2005
• Certified buildings
(within its origins): 2,055
• Certified buildings
(outside its origins): 111

NABERS

• Origins: Australia
• Launch Year: 1998
• No. of Certifications
(within its origins): 6,272
• No. of Certifications
(outside its origins): 14

Green Star

• Origins: Australia
• Launch Year: 2003
• Certified buildings
(within its origins): 2,354
• Certified buildings
(outside its origins): 0

Notes:
1.

CGBL: The figures are updated to Sept 2016 and referenced from the official website at http://www.cngb.org.cn/index.
action?sid=402888b74f68e52e014f696c7643000c. According to China Green Building Council, the number of buildings
certified with CGBL is 14,457 and around 18,000 for 2018 and 2019 respectively.

2.

BEAM Plus: The figures are updated to May 2020 and referenced from BEAM Plus Project Directory & Statistics at
https://www.hkgbc.org.hk/eng/beam-plus/beam-plus-dir-stat/BEAMPlusDirectory.jsp

3.

BREEAM: The figures cover BREEAM projects that have been certified from 2008 onwards and are referenced from
https://tools.breeam.com/projects/explore/buildings.jsp?sectionid=0&projectType=&rating=&certNo=&buildingName=
&client=&developer=&certBody=&assessor=&location=&countryID=0&partid=10023&Submit=Search.

4.

Green Mark: The figures are referenced from the official website of BCA at https://www.bca.gov.sg/green_mark/

5.

Green Star: The figures are updated to Jun 2019 and are referenced from the Green Star Annual Report 2019 at
https://gbca-web.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/green-star-annual-report-2019-fa.pdf

6.

LEED: The figures are updated to Feb 2019 and simply covers the top 10 countries and regions, and referenced from
https://www.usgbc.org/articles/us-green-building-council-announces-top-10-countries-and-regions-leed-green-building

7.

EDGE: IFC is a member of the World Bank Group that focuses on private sector development. The figure of certified area is up
to May 2020 and is referenced from https://edge.gbci.org/

8.

NABERS: The number of certifications within Australia is referenced from NABERS Annual Report 2018-2019 at https://
nabers.info/annual-report/2018-2019/life-of-program-statistics/. The number of certifications outside Australia includes
Indonesia and Hong Kong, and is referenced from http://apec.org/-/media/APEC/Publications/2017/11/NABERS-Pilot-inIndonesia/217_EWG_NABERS-Pilot-in-Indonesia.pdf and https://www.cbre.com.hk/en/about/media-centre/cbre-securesindustry-first-sustainability-contract-in-hong-kong.
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Figure 2
Development Path
New Buildings

Green Star

Existing Buildings

Green Star
Performance
V1.2

EDGE
LEED

LEED V4 O&M
Reference
Guideline

2013
LEED

EDGE Version
2.1.0 (EDGE User
Guide V2.1)

Green
Mark

Green Mark
for Existing
Residential
Buildings
Version ERB 1.1

2015

LEED V4 BD+C
Reference
Guideline

BEAM Plus

BEAM Plus
Existing Building
Version 2.0
Comprehensive
Scheme

2016
BREEAM

BREEAM
International
New
Construction
2016 V2.0

Green Mark
Green Mark for
Non-residential
Buildings
(NRB: 2015)

Green Mark
Green Mark
for Existing
Non-residential
Buildings
(ENRB: 2017)

2017

NABERS

NABERS Energy
and Water for
Offices - The
Rules Version 3.2
NABERS Energy
and Water
Ratings for
Apartment
Buildings - The
Rules Version 1.1

2018

BREEAM

BREEAM
In-Use
International
2015 V3.2

2019

EDGE

BEAM Plus

Green Mark

CGBL

EDGE Version
2.1.0 (EDGE User
Guide V2.1)
Green Mark
for Residential
Buildings
(RB:2016)

BEAM Plus New
Building Version
2.0

Assessment
Standard for Green
Building (GB/T
50378-2019

Green Star

Green Star Design
& As Built V1.3

NABERS

NABERS
Commitment
Agreement
Version 1.0
Handbook for
Estimating NABERS
Ratings Version 1.1
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2.3. CERTIFICATION METHODOLOGY
Certification methodologies adopted by the GBRSs can be divided into two main
types: i) scoring-based rating systems; and ii) performance-based rating systems.
Scoring-based Rating Systems
These focus on various aspects, where
corresponding scores are established
according to the requirements of each
aspect. The applicant for these systems
obtains scores for each aspect by meeting
corresponding requirements. The total
scores will then be assigned with the
corresponding certification grading.

Performance-based Rating Systems
For these systems, ratings are
based solely on specific aspects of
performance in buildings, such as
energy-saving, materials, and water
use, rather than on scores.
EDGE/NABERS Energy

CGBL/BEAM Plus/BREEAM/Green Mark/
Green Star/ LEED

In scoring-based rating systems, the scores and corresponding achievable
certification levels of both new and existing buildings are different. The details are
shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

TABLE 2
New Buildings Scores and Corresponding Achievable Certification Levels
GBRSs

CGBL

BEAM Plus

BREEAM

Green Mark

Green Star

LEED11

Overall
Scores

100

100

100

140

100

110

Certification
Levels

3 stars

85+

Platinum

75+

Outstanding

85+

2 stars

70-84

Gold

65-74

Excellent

70-84

1 star

60-69

Silver

55-64

Very Good

55-69

Certified

4012

Bronze

40-54

Good

45-54

Prerequisites
Achieved13

Meet all the
prerequisites

Pass

30-44

Platinum
Gold

plus

Gold

70+

6 Star

75+

Platinum

80+

60-69

5 Star

60-74

Gold

60-79

50-59

4 Star

45-59

Silver

50-59

Certified 40-49

Regarding new building certification, BREEAM has a certification level of up to five
levels. As can be seen from Table 2, the minimum percentage required for entrylevel certification in BREEAM is 30% of the overall scores, which is the lowest among
these scoring-based rating systems. In CGBL, Green Mark and LEED, the minimum
percentage to achieve entry-level certification is 36%. The minimum percentage
required by BEAM Plus and Green Star for entry-level certification are 40% and 45%
respectively.
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TABLE 3
Existing Buildings Scores and Corresponding Achievable Certification Levels
GBRSs

BEAM Plus

BREEAM

Green Mark
NRB

Green Mark
RB

Green Star

LEED11

Overall
Scores

100

100

165

137

100

110

Certification
Levels

Platinum

75+

Outstanding

85+

Platinum

70+

Platinum

90+

6 Star

75+

Platinum

80+

Gold

65-74

Excellent

70-84

Goldplus

60-69

Goldplus

85-89

5 Star

60-74

Gold

60-79

Gold

50-59

Gold

75-84

4 Star

45-59

Silver

50-59

Certified

50-74

3 Star

30-44 Certified 40-49

Silver

55-64

Very Good

55-69

Bronze

40-54

Good

40-54

Prerequisites
Achieved14

Meet all the
prerequisites

Pass

25-39

2 Star

20-29

Acceptable

10-24

1 Star

10-19

(0 Star)

(0-9)

14

For existing building certifications, both BREEAM and Green Star have a certification
level of up to six levels. As can be seen from Table 3, the minimum percentage
required for the entry-level certification in both BREEAM and Green Star is only
10%. Green Mark (for non-residential buildings) requires that 30% of the total scores
be certified as entry-level. Green Mark (for residential buildings) and LEED require
36% of the total scores to achieve their entry-level rating. BEAM Plus follows the
same practices as its new building certification.
The comparison reflects that systems with more certification levels are designed
to make it easier for applicants to gain entry-level certifications. However, as their
credit requirements are different, there is no indication of the difficulty of these
GBRSs.
With regard to performance-based rating systems, although both NABERS
Energy and EDGE focus on specific aspects of building performance, the relevant
certification levels of these two rating systems are different.
NABERS Energy measures the operational energy performance of a building. It
provides a rating from one to six stars with half-star increments.
On the other hand, EDGE pays more attention to measures that could be adopted
during the building design stage. The evaluation of certification levels is based on
model calculations to estimate building performance. Zero Carbon certification is
awarded only after 75% of the project buildings have been occupied for at least one
year.
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TABLE 4
Ratings for Performance-based Rating Systems
GBRSs

EDGE

NABERS Energy

Certification Zero
Levels
Carbon

Become carbon neutral
with 40% or more energy
savings on-site, achieving
100% through renewables
or topping off with carbon
offsets.
Zero Carbon certification
is awarded after 75% of
the project building has
been occupied for at least
one year. Operational data
must be submitted to prove
compliance.

EDGE
Earn 40% or more energy
Advanced savings for a high level of
recognition, with at least
20% savings in water and
materials.
EDGE
Certified

6 stars

5 stars

4 stars

3 stars

2 stars

Achieve the minimum
1 star
standard of 20% savings in
energy, water and embodied
energy in materials

NABERS measures the operational
performance of a building, ranging
from one to six stars with half-star
increments. The number of stars
is calculated by benchmarking the
actual data of energy consumption
within 12 months and comparing
it against buildings of the same
category. Consumption figures are
adjusted based on factors such as
building area, hours of use, climate,
equipment density, and the
greenhouse intensity of the energy
source to ensure fair comparison.
The highest rating of six stars
represents market-leading
performance, while three stars
represents median performance
and one star represents poor
performance in the market.

Figure 3
Overview of EDGE Certification

EDGE
Zero Carbon*

(Certification levels)

Zero
Carbon

EDGE
Advanced*

EDGE
Advanced

EDGE
Certified*

EDGE
Certified

* with 20% or more savings in water and embodied energy in materials

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Energy Saving (%)
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2.4. RATING ASPECT
In order to understand the various aspects of each rating system, and the degree of
attention paid to these aspects, this study shows an overview of all the key aspects
in each rating system for new and existing buildings. See Table 5 and Table 6 (text
higlighted in light blue represents the top three aspects with the highest scores
assigned in the respective rating system.)

TABLE 5
New Buildings Rating Aspects and Achievable Scores in the GBRSs
CGBL

Aspect
Covered

Prerequisite15 Resources
Saving

Safety and
Durability

Health and
Comfort

Occupant
Environment Promotion
Convenience Livability
and
Innovation

Total
score

Maximum
Score

40

20

10

10

10

110

Aspect
Covered

Energy Use

Health and
Wellbeing

Integrated
Sustainable
Design and
Site
Construction
Management

Innovations Materials
and Additions and Waste

Water Use

Maximum
Score

29

22

18

15

10

9

7

Energy

Health and
Wellbeing

Materials

Management Pollution

Innovation

Land Use
and Ecology

Water

Transport

Waste

Maximum
Score

20

19

13

11

10

10

8

7

6

6

Aspect
Covered

Climatic
Responsive
Design

Building
Resource
Energy
Stewardship
Performance

Smart and
Healthy
Building

Advanced
Green Efforts

Total
score

Maximum
Score

30

30

30

30

20

140

Green
Mark
(RB)

Aspect
Covered

Climatic
Responsive
Design

Resource
Stewardship

Building
Smart &
Energy
Healthy
Performance Building

Advanced
Green Efforts

Total
score

Maximum
Score

35

35

25

20

140

Green
Star

Aspect
Covered

Energy

Indoor
Materials
Environment
Quality

Management Water

Transport

Innovation

Land Use and Emissions
Ecology

Maximum
Score

22

17

14

12

10

10

6

5

100

Aspect
Covered

Energy and
Atmosphere

Location and Indoor
Materials
Transportation Environmental and
Quality
Resources

Water
Efficiency

Sustainable
Sites

Innovation

Regional
Priority

Integrative
Process

Total
score

Maximum
Score

33

16

16

11

10

6

4

1

110

Aspect
Covered

Energy
Efficiency
Measures

Materials
Efficiency
Measures

Water
Efficiency
Measures

Minimum
Achievement

20%

20%

20%

Aspect
Covered

Energy

BEAM
Plus

BREEAM17 Aspect

Covered

Green
Mark
(NRB)

LEED

EDGE

NABERS

14

25

13

10

10

Total
score16

100
Total
score18

100

Total
score19

Minimum
1 Star20
Achievement
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TABLE 6
Existing Buildings Rating Aspects and Achievable Scores in the GBRSs
BEAM
Plus21

Total score

Aspect
Covered

Energy Use

Management Materials
and Waste
Aspects

Water Use

Indoor
Environment
Quality

Innovations Site Aspects
and Additions

Maximum
Score

24

24

14

14

14

10

10

Aspect
Part 1 Asset Covered
Performance
Maximum
Score

Energy

Health and
Wellbeing

Pollution

Transport

Land Use
and Ecology

Materials

Water

Waste

26.5

17

14

11.5

9.5

8.5

8

5

BREEAM

Aspect
Covered
Part 2
Building
Management Maximum
Score

Energy

Health and
Wellbeing

Management Pollution

Land Use
and Ecology

Materials

Water

31.5

15

15

13

12.5

7.5

5.5

BREEAM

Aspect
Covered
Part 3
Occupier
Management Maximum
Score

Energy

Transport

Health and
Wellbeing

Management Waste

Pollution

Land Use
and Ecology

Materials

Water

19.5

18.5

15

12

10.5

5

4.5

3.5

Green
Mark
(NRB)

Aspect
Covered

Building
Smart and
Energy
Healthy
Performance Building

Sustainable Resource
Management Stewardship

Advanced
Green Effort

Maximum
Score

40

40

35

20

Green
Mark
(RB)

Aspect
Covered

Energy
Efficiency

Community
and WellBeing

Sustainable Water
Operation
Efficiency
and
Management

Other Green
Features

Maximum
Score

71

22

18

18

8

Aspect
Covered

Energy

Indoor
Environment
Quality

Management

Water

Materials

Innovation

Transport

Land Use
and Ecology

Emissions

Maximum
Score

24

18

17

12

10

10

7

6

6

Aspect
Covered

Energy and
Atmosphere

Indoor
Environment
Quality

Location and Water
Transportation Efficiency

Sustainable
Sites

Materials
and
Resources

Innovation

Regional
Priority

Minimum
Achievement

38

17

15

10

8

6

4

Aspect
Covered

Energy
Efficiency
Measures

Materials
Efficiency
Measures

Water
Efficiency
Measures

Minimum
Achievement

20%

20%

20%

Aspect
Covered

Energy

Water

Waste

Indoor
Environmental
Quality

Minimum
1 Star20
Achievement

1 Star

1 Star

1 Star

BREEAM

Green
Star

LEED

EDGE

NABERS

(based on water (recycling rate
consumption)
> 4%)

30

12

11.5

100
Total score

100
Total score

100
Total score

100
Total score

165
Total score

137
Total score

100
Total score

110

(based on five parameters, including thermal
services, indoor air quality, acoustics, lighting and
office layout)

This section concludes that energy is one of the top three aspects across all GBRSs in
both new and existing buildings.
For new buildings, the GBRSs also pay considerable attention to other aspects such
as water, materials, indoor environment quality, health and well-being.
For existing buildings, besides energy and indoor environmental quality, building
management is also included in most of the GBRSs, such as BEAM Plus, BREEAM,
Green Mark and Green Star.
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2.5. APPLICATION PROCESS
This section examines the GBRSs’ application processes, including procedures,
guidance and user tools for both new and existing buildings. The results are
summarised in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9. The overview of each GBRSs certification
timeline is shown in Appendix 2.
Table 7 shows that all GBRSs have set pre-assessment or pre-certification processes
before the final rating or certification. Among them, the provisional assessment of
BEAM Plus (categorised under “pre-assessment” in Table 7) is a necessary process
for new buildings (except for special circumstances). The independent design review
of NABERS (categorised under “pre-assessment” in Table 7) is also a necessary
step. The applicant will have a full license to raise the target rating in advance upon
the completion of pre-assessment. The pre-assessment or pre-certification of
the remaining six GBRSs is optional. Both aim to provide applicants with a better
understanding of the achievable certification levels for their project buildings or for
marketing purposes.
Before the completion of the certification or rating, NABERS Energy, Green Mark22
and EDGE23 require new buildings to provide at least 12 months of actual energy
data to determine their actual energy efficiency. LEED requires project buildings
to share actual energy consumption data with the certification body for a fiveyear period starting from the day of certification. However, this requirement is not
accompanied by any control or penalty, and is therefore less effective than that of
NABERS Energy, Green Mark and EDGE.

TABLE 7
GBRSs Application Process Summary for New Buildings
GBRSs

PreFinal Assessment upon
Actual Energy Performance
assessment at Construction Completion Data Required before
Design stage
Certification

CGBL

Optional

•

BEAM Plus

Required

•

Optional

•

(except for special
circumstances)24

BREEAM
Green Mark

25

Optional

•

(Not for higher certification level)

Green Star

Optional

•

LEED

Optional

•

EDGE

26

Required

NABERS Energy27 Required

•

• (optional)

•

(For higher certification level)

•

(Not for higher certification level)

(For higher certification level)

•

•
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TABLE 8
GBRSs Application Process Summary for Existing Buildings
GBRSs

Pre-assessment

Actual Energy Performance Data Required
before Certification

CGBL

Optional

•

BEAM Plus

Optional

•

BREEAM

Optional

•

Green Mark

Optional

•

Green Star

Optional

•

LEED

Optional

•

EDGE

Optional

NABERS Energy26

•

(For higher certification level)

Nil

•

The application processes for existing building are almost the same as for
new building certification, except actual operational data must be submitted
for assessment. However, EDGE is an exception as it serves as an asset rating
instrument, and the assessment of existing buildings in EDGE attests to the building’s
features, not its performance.

TABLE 9
GBRSs Application Guidance and Submission Tool Summary
GBRSs

Credit
Intent#1

Credit
Requirement with
Explanations#2

CGBL

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

BEAM Plus
BREEAM
Green Mark
Green Star

LEED
EDGE
NABERS
Energy

Step-by-Step
Application
Guidance#3

Required
Document
List#4

Related
Credit
Tips#5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Document Submission
Media#6
GB online platform
FTP / CD-ROM
BREEAM Online
BCA Green Mark Online
GBCA online submission
portal / file transfer
website

•
•

LEED Online
EDGE online software
Email / file hosting
services / registered post

Note:
#1 - Credit Intent: what the credit aims to achieve and why it is measured in the way that it is.
#2 - Credit Requirement with Explanations: outlines the rating system requirements for achieving the prerequisite or
credit.
#3 - Step-by-Step Guidance: suggests the implementation and documentation steps that can be used by most projects,
as well as generally applicable tips and examples.
#4 - Required Documents: lists the items that must be submitted for certification review.
#5 - Related Credit Tips: identifies other credits that may affect a project team’s decisions and strategies for the credit
in question; the relationships between credits may imply synergies or trade-offs.
#6 - Document Submission Media: represents document submission channels that are accepted or provided by the
GBRSs.
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Different rating systems provide different degrees of guidance and tools to facilitate
the application process and provide instructions to applicants. Table 9 summarises
the major elements of guidance as well as submission media provided by GBRSs.
In general, each GBRS provides an assessment manual or user guideline, including
intent and specific explanations for each provision, and a list of the required
supporting documents. Although the level of detail provided by these rating systems
varies, LEED and NABERS provide the most detailed guidelines, which provides
applicants a step-by-step guidance for preparation or calculation, in addition to the
common elements. This will guide applicants in preparing submissions from scratch.
EDGE provides online software for applicants to input project characteristics,
and then calculates the final energy use, final water use, operational CO2 savings,
embodied energy savings, hypothetical costs and payback periods.
Except for BEAM Plus and NABERS, all rating systems provide online project
submission tools. BEAM Plus accepts project materials submission via digital means,
such as FTP or CD-ROM, while NABERS allows applicants to submit project materials
via email, file hosting services or registered mail.

2.6. CERTIFICATE RENEWAL
In general, certification results will be issued to project buildings in the form of
certificates to show levels of compliance with corresponding GBRSs for a certain
period of time. Project buildings can apply for recertification of existing buildings
to demonstrate ongoing commitments and to maintain or even achieve higher
certification levels.
The certification validity periods for existing buildings and the certificate renewal
frameworks for different GBRSs are shown in Table 10.
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TABLE 10
Existing Buildings Certification Validity Period and Renewal Framework
GBRSs

Certificate
Validity Period of
Existing Buildings

Post-issuance Documentation Required to
Maintain Certification
Documents

Submission Interval

BEAM Plus

5 Years

Nil

Nil

•

BREEAM

1 Year

Nil

Nil

•

Green Mark

3 Years

Nil

Nil

•

Green Star

3.25 Years

GHG performance In 12 months and
data
24 months interval
following initial
Potable water
certification
consumption data

•

LEED

5 Years

Energy
consumption data
and electrical
demand data (if
metered) for a
5-year period

•

LEED Zero

3 Years

Energy
Annually or more
consumption data frequently

EDGE

No expiration
date

Nil

Nil

NA

“Zero Carbon” by 4 Years
on-site renewable
electricity

Nil

Nil

•

“Zero Carbon”
2 Years
by purchasing
off-site renewable
electricity or
carbon offsets

Nil

Nil

•

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

“Certified” and
“Advanced”

NABERS Office space with 1 Year
Energy over 1,000m2 at
the point of sale or
lease
Others

1 Year

Energy
consumption must
be tracked for at
1-month interval

Certificate Renewal
Scheme
Voluntary

Mandatory

•
NA

•

•
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2.7. INCENTIVES AND REGULATIONS
Promotional strategies are instrumental in driving the application of green building
certification. The certification bodies drive the adoption of GBRSs mainly through
incentives, mandatory governmental policies and regulations. Examples of
promotional strategies are provided in this section, which is not intended to provide
a comprehensive analysis on all the incentive schemes associated with each GBRS.
Detailed incentives and regulations will be further examined in the Building Policy
Decarbonisation Report.

2.7.1. Incentives
STRUCTURAL INCENTIVES
Incentives developers use to develop green buildings by rewarding them with
additional building floor area.
Examples:
BEAM Plus – Granting Gross Floor Area (GFA) Concessions
Since 1 April 2011, achieving an “unclassified” or better rating is one of the prerequisites for the granting of GFA concessions for all green/amenity features and
non-mandatory/nonessential plant rooms and services provided in a proposed
development. GFA concessions are capped at 10%.
Based on BSL’s estimation, around 60% of new buildings in Hong Kong would go for
BEAM Plus assessment, and >95% of the projects also applied for GFA concession.
For more details, visit https://www.bd.gov.hk/doc/en/resources/codes-and-references/practice-notes-and-circularletters/pnap/APP/APP151.pdf and https://www.hkgbc.org.hk/eng/beam-plus/beam-plus-new-buildings/green-buildingcert/index.jsp.

LEED – Additional Building Density
In Arlington County, Virginia, in the United States, both residential and office
buildings are eligible for additional building densities of 0.25, 0.35 and 0.5 Floor-toArea Ratio (FAR) by achieving LEED Silver, Gold and Platinum ratings, respectively,
under LEED Version 4. In order for commercial buildings to earn additional building
density, owners are also required to earn ENERGY STAR certification within four
years of occupancy.
More details on ENERGY STAR certification:
ENERGY STAR is a portfolio manager tool operated by USEPA, which is an online
tool for buildings to measure and track energy consumption and GHG emissions.
The ENERGY STAR score enables building owners to understand how their energy
consumption measures up against similar buildings nationwide. A building with an
ENERGY STAR score of 75 or higher, indicating that it performs better than at least
75% of similar buildings nationwide, is eligible for ENERGY STAR certification, which
is given on an annual basis.
For more details, visit https://environment.arlingtonva.us/energy/green-building/green-building-bonus-densityprogram/ and https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/earn-recognition/
energy-star-certification.
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FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
Financial incentives could be adopted in the forms of tax credits, grants and loans to
offset the incremental cost in developing green buildings.
Examples:

BEAM Plus – Accelerated Deduction under Profits Tax
HKGBC has coordinated with EMSD and IRD to provide tax incentives for BEAM
Plus project applicants. With effect from 1 January 2018, new or existing buildings
that have achieved Final Bronze ratings or above under BEAM Plus New Buildings
or Existing Buildings are eligible to register under the Electrical and Mechanical
Services Department’s Energy Efficiency Registration Scheme for Buildings
(HKEERSB). Buildings achieving the minimum certification levels (or above) in other
internationally recognised building environmental assessment systems, such as
LEED, are also eligible to register under the Scheme.
Starting from the 2018-19 financial year, the capital expenditure on the renewable
energy installations (such as solar photovoltaic panels and wind turbines) and energy
efficient building installations (including lighting, air conditioning, electrical and lift
and escalator installations) under HKEERSB can be fully deducted under profits tax
in the first year of purchase. Up to 10 June 2020, a total of 42 buildings have been
successfully registered under scheme.
Referenced from https://www.hkgbc.org.hk/eng/beam-plus/incentive-funding/incentive-funding.jsp.
For more details, visit
https://www.emsd.gov.hk/en/energy_efficiency/energy_efficiency_registration_scheme_for_building/index.html;
https://www.emsd.gov.hk/en/energy_efficiency/energy_efficiency_registration_scheme_for_building/EERSB/index.html;
https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201803/01/P2018030100661.htm?fontSize=1

BEAM Plus – Funding assistance for Energy Efficiency Improvement Works
CLP Power Hong Kong Limited, an electricity supplier, has set up the CLP Eco Building
Fund to subsidise residential buildings and their nearby ancillary facilities to carry
out energy efficiency enhancement works. Registration with the Comprehensive
Scheme, under BEAM Plus Existing Building V2.0, is one of the criteria in which the
CLP will give priority to a building when assessing the fund application. Applicants
could receive subsidies of up to HK$300,000.
Referenced from https://www.hkgbc.org.hk/eng/beam-plus/incentive-funding/incentive-funding.jsp.
For more details, visit https://www.clp.com.hk/en/community-and-environment/community-funds/eco-building-fund.

Green Mark – Building Retrofit Energy Efficiency Financing (BREEF) Scheme
Energy efficiency improvement works can help to reduce a building’s energy
bills substantially, but they may involve high upfront capital. BCA in Singapore
introduced BREEF in 2011 to offer financing to pay the upfront costs for energy
efficiency retrofits of existing buildings, through an energy performance contract
arrangement. Maximum loan quantum per loan could be up to S$4 million (~HK$
21.9 million) or 90% of total retrofit costs, whichever is lower. With the scheme,
applicants can obtain financing from participating financial institutions (including
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DBS Bank, Hitachi Capital Asia Pacific, IFS Capital, ORIX Leasing Singapore, RHB Bank
and United Overseas Bank) and pay off the loan through the energy savings reaped.
BREEF can cover the cost of equipment, installation and professional fees.
Buildings achieving minimum Green Mark certification levels (i.e. Gold for NRB
and Certified for RB) are qualified to apply for the scheme. They must maintain
their Green Mark certification during the loan tenure period.
For more details, visit https://www.bca.gov.sg/GreenMark/breef.html.

CGBL – Grants Awarded in Proportion to the Level of Achievements
In mainland China, grants are awarded at a national level to buildings after they
receive a CGBL certification. A grant of RMB 40 and RMB 80 per square meter will
be awarded to buildings achieving two-star and three-star certification levels,
respectively.
In addition to the grants provided at the national level, buildings are also awarded
with grants provided by different municipalities, provinces and autonomous
regions. The amount of grants provided by different municipalities, provinces and
autonomous regions are summarised below.
Municipalities, Achieving One-star
Provinces or
Certification Level
Autonomous
Regions
Beijing
Nil
Shanghai
Hebei

Shanxi

Jilin
Jiangsu
Fujian

Nil
Nil

Nil

Nil
RMB 15/m2
RMB 30/m2 for residential
buildings
RMB 20/m2 for other building
types

Achieving Two-star Certification
Level

Achieving Three-star
Certification Level

RMB 50/m2
(Upper limit is RMB 8 million for a
single project.)
50 RMB/m2
RMB 5/m2 for Design Label
(Upper limit is 300,000 RMB for a
single project.)

RMB 80/m2
(Upper limit is RMB 8 million for
a single project.)
RMB 100/m2
RMB 10/m2 for Design Label
(Upper limit is 500,000 RMB for
a single project.)

RMB 10/m2 for Operation Label
(Upper limit is 500,000 RMB for a
single project.)
RMB 100/m2 for buildings other
than industrial buildings
(Upper limit is RMB 2 million for a
single project.)

RMB 15/m2 for Operation Label
(Upper limit is 700,000 RMB for
a single project.)
RMB 200/m2 for buildings other
than industrial buildings
(Upper limit is RMB 3 million for
a single project.)

RMB 100/m2 for industrial buildings
(Upper limit is RMB 2 million for a
single project.)

RMB 150/m2 for industrial
buildings
(Upper limit is RMB 3 million for
a single project.)
RMB 25/m2
RMB 35/m2
RMB 80/m2 for residential
buildings

RMB 15/m2
RMB 25/m2
RMB 45/m2 for residential buildings
RMB 20/m2 for other building types

RMB 20/m2 for other building
types

Shandong

RMB 15/m2
(Upper limit is RMB 5 million
for a single project.)

RMB 30/m2
(Upper limit is RMB 5 million for a
single project.)

RMB 50/m2
(Upper limit is RMB 5 million for
a single project.)

Hunan
Guangdong

Nil
Nil

RMB 45/m2
RMB 25/m2
(Upper limit is RMB 1.5 million for a
single project.)

RMB 80/m2
RMB 45/m2
(Upper limit is RMB 2 million for
a single project.)
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Municipalities,
Provinces or
Autonomous
Regions
Shaanxi
Ningxia

Achieving One-star
Certification Level

Achieving Two-star Certification
Level

Achieving Three-star
Certification Level

RMB 10/m2
RMB 15 /m2, in which RMB
3/m2 is for the Design Label
and RMB 12/m2 is for the
Operation Label
(Upper limit is RMB 1 million
for a single project.)

RMB 15/m2
RMB 30/m2, in which RMB 5/m2 is
for the Design Label and RMB 25/m2
is for the Operation Label
(Upper limit is RMB 1 million for a
single project.)

RMB 20/m2
RMB 50/m2, in which RMB 10/m2
is for the Design Label and RMB
40/m2 is for the Operation Label
(Upper limit is RMB 1 million for
a single project.)

Xinjiang

Nil

RMB 20/m2

RMB 40/m2

For more details, visit
http://www.gbwindows.cn/news/201812/12415.html; http://guangfu.bjx.com.cn/news/20200427/1067057.shtml;
http://www.ruentex.com.cn/show.aspx?id=135&cid=8.

LEED – Beijing Incentivises the Use of LEED
On 25 May 2015, Beijing’s Chaoyang District added LEED to their existing
incentive structure for green building construction. An area of constant growth
and development, Chaoyang is paving the way for other Beijing districts, and
municipalities across mainland China, to include LEED. LEED Gold buildings will
receive RMB 10/m2 of certified space, and LEED Platinum buildings will receive RMB
20/m2 of certified space
For more details, visit https://www.usgbc.org/articles/beijing-incentivizes-use-leed; http://www.bjchy.gov.cn/business/
tzzc/8a24fe8361deac6b0161dfa8c0c8003c.html.

LEED – Implement Financial Incentive Programme in US
Several US states have implemented incentive programmes to encourage building
owners and developers to pursue LEED certification. These range from financial
incentives, like grants and tax credits, to expedited permitting processes and
reduced permitting fees.
Here is a summary of different states' incentive programmes for LEED certification.
REBATES
- North Carolina implements the Local Option Green Building Incentives
programme which allows counties and cities to provide reductions or partial
rebates of building permit fees for buildings meeting guidelines established by
LEED or other recognised certification programmes.
- Delaware implements the Sustainable Energy Utility Green for Green Home
Rebate programme, which provides US$1,000 - $4,500 rebates to certain new
homes achieving LEED certification.
LOANS/ GRANTS
- Illinois implements the Green Energy Loans programme, which provides interest
rate reductions on loans for certain energy efficiency and renewable energy
upgrades. Projects can qualify by having a LEED-certified professional working on
the project with the intent to pursue LEED certification.
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-

Pennsylvania implements the High Performance Building Incentives programme,
which provides loans, grants, and loan guarantees to new construction and
major renovation projects that have achieved LEED gold certification and meet
other requirements.

TAX REDUCTIONS/ EXEMPTIONS
- Connecticut implements the Green Buildings Tax Credit programme, which
provides a tax incentive for building owners and developers of certain
commercial properties meeting or exceeding the LEED gold certification
standard.
- Maryland implements the Local Option Property Tax Credit for High
Performance Buildings programme, which allows counties and municipalities to
provide a property tax credit for buildings achieving a LEED silver certification.
- Nevada implements the Property Tax Abatement for Green Buildings
programme, which provides property tax abatements for buildings or structures
earning LEED certification. The amount of the abatement increases with higher
certification levels.
- New Mexico implements the Sustainable Building Corporate Tax Credit
programme, which provides a corporate tax credit for buildings with a LEED
silver certification or higher.
- New York implements the Local Option Real Property Tax Exemption for Green
Buildings programme, which allows municipalities to exempt LEED certified
buildings from a portion of their local property taxes. The amount and duration
of the exemption increases with higher certification levels.
- Virginia implements the Local Option Property Tax Assessment for Energy
Efficient Buildings programme, which allows local jurisdictions to reduce
property tax assessment rates for buildings exceeding LEED energy efficiency
standards.
Referenced from https://www.cga.ct.gov/2015/rpt/2015-R-0061.htm.

2.7.2. Mandatory Governmental Policies and Regulations
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS
Government intervention on mandatory adoption of GBRSs is an effective strategy
for the growth of green buildings.
Examples:

NABERS – Mandatory Disclosure of Energy Efficiency Information
In Australia, NABERS Energy Ratings were made mandatory with the launch of the
Commercial Building Disclosure Programme under the Building Energy Efficiency
Disclosure Act 2010, which requires energy efficiency information to be provided
by buildings with office space. From 1 July 2017, building owners are required to
disclose the energy efficiency of their building with a NABERS star rating at the
point of sale and lease for office space over 1,000m2.
For more details, visit http://cbd.gov.au/.
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CGBL – Mandatory Adoption of CGBL
Some municipalities, provinces and autonomous regions in mainland China have
announced mandatory adoption of CGBL. New buildings are required to achieve
one-star or two-star certification levels.
The areas in which one-star certification levels are required are Beijing, Shanghai,
Hebei, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong (for new buildings), Shanxi (for
new buildings funded by the government and new buildings with construction floor
area ≥20,000m2), and Inner Mongolia (for new public housing).
The areas where two-star certification levels are required are Beijing (new
infrastructure and new public facilities funded by the government; buildings with
construction floor area ≥ 20,000m2), Shanghai and Shandong (for new government
offices and new buildings with construction floor area ≥20,000m2), Chongqing (for
new buildings funded by the government, and new buildings with construction
floor area ≥20,000m2 funded by private companies), Hebei (for new buildings
funded by the government, new buildings with construction floor area ≥20,000m2,
and new buildings located in the residential districts with construction floor area
≥100,000m2), Jiangsu (for new buildings with construction floor area ≥20,000m2
funded by the government), Fujian (for new buildings funded by the government),
and Guangdong (for new public facilities funded by the government, new buildings
with construction floor area ≥20,000m2, new buildings located in residential districts
in the mainland Chinese portion of the Pearl River Delta with construction floor area
≥100,000m2.)
Mandatory requirement for Guangdong is applicable to the cities in the GBA
(Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Foshan, Huizhou, Dongguan, Zhongshan, Jiangmen
and Zhaoqing). These is no mandatory adoption of CGBL for the two special
administrative regions, Hong Kong and Macao, in the GBA.
Referenced from http://www.gbwindows.org/news/201803/12021.html;
http://www.gbwindows.org/news/14405.html;http://cngb.org.cn/index.action?sid=402888f6517f9fda01517fa32d870002.
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ENERGY ASPECT COMPARISON
3.1. ENERGY ASPECT SCORE SETTINGS AND FOCUS AREAS
Scores are set differently in the energy aspect across the GBRSs since each GBRS
places a different level of emphasis on varying focus areas of this aspect. This
section provides an overview of the score settings, and summarises the GBRSs’
focus areas.

3.1.1. Score Settings
All GBRSs set minimum requirements and/or credit requirements for the energy
aspect.
Minimum requirements are referred to as “prerequisites” in the scoring-based
systems and “minimum achievement” in the performance-based systems.
Prerequisites are pre-conditions that applicants must fulfil in order to be certified,
whereas minimum achievement is the lowest performance level that applicants
must attain in order to be certified with the entry-level rating. The fulfilment of
minimum requirements will not be awarded scores.
With regards to credit requirements, applicants will be awarded with different
scores upon their fulfilment of different energy-related credits. Table 11
summarises the minimum requirements and the top three credits along with their
corresponding achievable scores for both new and existing buildings of all GBRSs.

TABLE 11
Contribution of Energy Aspect28
GBRSs

Certification Prerequisites
Stage
/Minimum
Achievement

Maximum
The Top Three Credits (of the scoring-based systems)/
Contribution of
The Performance Aspects (of the performance-based
Energy Aspect to the systems)29
Overall Rating (%)

CGBL

New
Buildings

•

9% (6/70)30

1. Optimise construction and building envelope (1.5 scores
achievable)
2. Energy efficiency of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (1 score achievable)
3-1 Energy-saving electrical equipment utilisation and
related control measures (1 score achievable)
3-2 Measures decreasing building energy consumption (1
score achievable for 20% saving or above)
3-3 Renewable energy utilisation (1 score achievable)

BEAM
Plus

New
Buildings

•

29% (29/100)

1. Reduction of CO2 emissions (14.97 scores achievable for
29% of energy saving or above)
2. Renewable and alternative energy systems (10.29
scores achievable)
3. Low carbon passive design (5.61 scores achievable)

Existing
Buildings

•

24% (24/100)31

1. Energy benchmarking and improvement32 (8.62 scores
achievable, among which, 3.69 scores achievable for 8% of
energy saving)
2. Commissioning (7.38 scores achievable)
3. Energy analysis (6.77 scores achievable)
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GBRSs

Certification Prerequisites
Stage
/Minimum
Achievement

•*

BREEAM New
Buildings33

20% (20/100)

1. Reduction of energy use and carbon emissions34 (8.11
scores achievable for EPRNC points of 0.9)
2. Energy efficient laboratory systems (2.70 scores
achievable)
3-1 Low carbon design (1.62 scores achievable)
3-2 Energy efficient cold storage (1.62 scores achievable)
3-3 Energy efficient transport systems (1.62 scores
achievable)

Part One - Asset
Performance:
26.5% (26.5/100)

There are 28 issues in BREEAM related to building end-use
components such as heating systems, cooling systems, etc.
The performance of those energy end-use components is
assessed by an asset energy calculator, with an achievable
score of 24.5.

Part Two - Building
Management:
31.5% (31.5/100)

There are 31 issues in BREEAM related to building
operation energy consumption. The energy consumption
is converted into CO2 emissions for comparison with
baseline buildings. A maximum of 21 scores will be
awarded to buildings that achieve zero carbon (i.e. 100%
CO2 emission reduction).

•*

Part Three - Occupier
Management:
19.5% (19.5/100)

1. Energy management arrangements (15.54 scores
achievable)
2. Energy objectives (1.22 scores achievable)
3. Energy savings35 (1.22 scores achievable)

New
Buildings
(Nonresidential)

•

21% (30/140)

1. Energy efficiency36 (a total of 22 scores available, among
which, 11 scores are achievable for 33% of energy saving
or above)
2. Renewable energy (8 scores achievable)

New
Buildings
(Residential)

•

18% (25/140)

1. Energy efficiency37 (12 scores achievable)
2. Renewable energy (8 scores achievable)
3. Energy effectiveness (5 scores achievable)

Existing
Buildings
(Nonresidential)

•

24% (40/165)

1. Air conditioning system operating efficiency & natural/
mechanical ventilation performance (17 scores achievable)
2. Renewable energy (6.5 scores achievable)
3. Lighting efficiency (6 scores achievable)

Existing
Buildings
(Residential)

•

52% (71/137)

1. Energy efficiency index38 (33 scores achievable)
2. Lightings (15 scores achievable)
3. Renewable energy/energy efficient features

New
Buildings

•*

22% (22/100)

1. Greenhouse gas emissions39 (a total of 20 scores
achievable, among which, 16 scores are achievable for
100% of GHG reduction)
2. Peak electricity demand reduction (2 scores achievable)

Existing
Buildings

•*

24% (24/100)

1. Greenhouse gas emissions (23 scores achievable for
100% GHG reduction)
2. Peak electricity demand reduction (1 score achievable)

New
Buildings

•

30% (33/110)

1. Optimise energy performance (18 scores achievable for
50% of energy saving or above)
2. Enhanced commissioning (6 scores achievable)
3. Renewable energy production (3 scores achievable)

Existing
Buildings

•

35% (38/110)

1. Optimise energy performance (20 scores achievable for
45% of energy saving or above)
2. Renewable energy and carbon offsets (5 scores
achievable)
3-1 Ongoing commissioning (3 scores achievable)
3-2 Demand response (3 scores achievable)

New
Buildings

Minimum
achievement
of 20% saving

71% (Zero carbon with EDGE considers the overall projected energy performance
at least 40% on-site
energy savings)

1 Star

100%

Existing
Buildings

Green
Mark

Green
Star

LEED

EDGE

Existing
Buildings
NABERS
Energy

Maximum
The Top Three Credits (of the scoring-based systems)/
Contribution of
The Performance Aspects (of the performance-based
Energy Aspect to the systems)29
Overall Rating (%)

New
Buildings
Existing
Buildings

NABERS Energy considers buildings’ actual energy
consumption

(Standalone
certification scheme
for energy aspect)

Note: * indicates that prerequisites only apply to the higher certification levels of the GBRS.
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Further to Table 11, the maximum energy-acquirable scores to the overall scores of
each scoring-based rating system is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4
Energy Aspect of the Overall Rating
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Figure 4 shows how much of the energy aspect contributes to the overall GBRSs’
certification on both new and existing buildings. The majority of the scoringbased rating systems show the proportions of energy-acquirable scores to the
overall scores are between 20-30% and on existing buildings show a slightly higher
percentage than new buildings. For performance-based rating systems, EDGE offers
three certification levels with different contributions of the energy aspect (33%,
50% and 71%), while NABERS has a standalone certification scheme for the energy
aspect.
For new buildings (highlighted in green), LEED has the highest proportion of energyacquirable scores at 30%, while CGBL has the lowest energy-acquirable scores at
9% to the overall scores. The lower score from CGBL resulted from the scoring
methodology, which emphasises energy saving by setting a set of stringent
energy prescriptive requirements in its prerequisites instead of scoring
this aspect separately, which includes individual prerequisites for heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems.
For existing buildings, Green Mark – RB (residential building) has the highest energyacquirable scores at 52% and BREEAM (Part Three) has the lowest energy-acquirable
scores at 20% to their respective overall scores.
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Among the three most widely used GBRSs (CGBL, BEAM Plus and LEED) in the GBA,
LEED dedicates the highest proportion of scores to the energy aspect for both new
and existing buildings, with 30% and 35% of energy-acquirable scores to overall
scores, respectively.

3.1.2. An Overview of the Focus Areas of the Energy Aspect
This section focuses in comparing all the energy aspects in both new and existing
buildings among the GBRSs. It lists out the types of energy-related credits at
different building stages, analyses the coverage of these performance credits and
the core focused areas by each GBRS.
As shown in Table 12 and Table 13, in terms of the energy aspect, metering,
equipment and renewable energy were found to be the most common attributes
for new buildings rating systems. Whereas for existing buildings, renewable energy,
continuously monitoring and equipment performance were found to be the most
common attributes. The following sections will examine further on these attributes
across rating systems.

TABLE 12
New Buildings Energy Aspect Focus Areas
GBRSs
CGBL
BEAM Plus
BREEAM
Green Mark
Green Star
LEED
EDGE
NABERS Energy

New Building Certification Energy Aspect Focus Areas
Passive
Design#1

Commissioning#2

Metering#3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Energy Data
Sharing#4

•
•
•
•
•

Equipment#5

Renewable
Energy#6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notes:
#1 - Passive Design: In regards to the particular way of constructing a building using the natural movement of heat and
air, passive solar gain and cooling in order to maintain good internal comfort.
#2 - Commissioning40: A quality-focused process for enhancing the delivery of a project. It focuses on verifying and
documenting that the facility and all of its systems and assemblies are planned, designed, installed, tested,
operated, and maintained to meet the project requirements set by the owner.
#3 - Metering: A collection of energy data using one or a group of measuring devices.
#4 - Energy Data Sharing: Disclose energy-related data to certain stakeholders, such as the public, building users and
the certification body, after certification.
#5 - Equipment: Devices that serve all or part of the building in the areas of electric power, lighting, transportation or
service water heating, including, but not limited to, furnaces, boilers, air conditioners, heat pumps, chillers, water
heaters, lamps, luminaires, ballasts, elevators, escalators, or other devices or installations.
#6 - Renewable Energy: Energy obtained from sunlight, wind, earth, geothermal sources, or bodies of water to provide
heating, cooling, lighting, or water-heating services to buildings.
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TABLE 13
Existing Buildings Energy Aspect Focus Areas
GBRSs

Existing Building Certification – Energy Aspect Focus Areas
Building Management

BEAM Plus
BREEAM
Green Mark
Green Star
LEED
EDGE
NABERS Energy

Equipment
Performance#1

Commissioning#2

Continuously
Monitoring#3

Energy
Audit#4

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Occupier
Management#5

Renewable
Energy#6

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Note:
#1 - Equipment: Devices that serve all or part of the building in the areas of electric power, lighting, transportation or
service water heating, including, but not limited to, furnaces, boilers, air conditioners, heat pumps, chillers, water
heaters, lamps, luminaires, ballasts, elevators, escalators, or other devices or installations.
#2 - Commissioning: A quality-focused process for enhancing the delivery of a project. It focuses on verifying and
documenting that the facility and all of its systems and assemblies are planned, designed, installed, tested,
operated, and maintained to meet the project requirements set by the owner.
#3 - Monitoring: Observing, supervising, controlling, or verifying the operations of a system.
#4 - Energy Audit: Identification and documentation of gross energy usage during a calendar period using any of
several means such as source, department, product, equipment, and cost.
#5 - Occupier Management: The management of building users and services.
#6 - Renewable Energy: Energy obtained from sunlight, wind, earth, geothermal sources, or bodies of water to provide
heating, cooling, lighting, or water-heating services to buildings.

3.2. Energy Saving Requirements
3.2.1. Energy Saving Requirement Approach
All GBRSs have energy saving requirements in either a prescriptive approach or a
performance approach.
A prescriptive approach requires each building component to be built to comply
with certain standards. For example, LEED requires the proposed building design
to comply with the mandatory provisions of a specific US standard (ANSI/ASHRAE/
IESNA Standard 90.1-201041, with errata). Since each GBRS adopts different
standards and has incomparable credit requirements, it is impracticable to compare
between these credits with prescriptive requirements, hence they are not covered
in this study.
A performance approach requires a building as a whole to reach a certain
performance level – for example, using less energy than the baseline building.
Among scoring-based rating systems, CGBL, BEAM Plus, BREEAM, Green Mark
(NRB)42, Green Star (Pathway E)43 and LEED use the scaled scoring method for
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awarding scores to project buildings according to their energy saving performance.
Each rating system has varying indicators for measuring project buildings’ energy
saving performance. Energy consumption, energy cost, energy demand and CO2
emissions were found to be commonly adopted indicators.
Figure 5 shows the energy saving requirement set by each GBRS and the
corresponding contribution to the overall rating of each GBRS. Different baseline
buildings are adopted by each GBRS to determine the energy saving percentage.
Further study on normalising baseline buildings could be conducted for a truly likefor-like comparison of building performance. The type of baseline buildings of each
GBRS is introduced in the next sub-section.
BREEAM and NABERS Energy are out of scope for this exercise, as information on
building energy savings and corresponding achievable scores/rating levels is not
available. BREEAM incorporates three indicators: energy consumption, energy
demand and CO2 emissions, to calculate integrated EPRNC points (a metric that is
unique to this rating system); and NABERS Energy rating adopts energy consumption
intensity as an indicator to measure project buildings’ energy performance. An
energy consumption intensity range is set for each rating level (see footnote 20 for
details), and cannot be easily compared with the other GBRSs.

Figure 5
Building Energy Savings Contribution to the Overall Rating44
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As shown in Figure 5, all GBRSs have different energy saving scoring / contribution
scales. EDGE shows the steepest curve, meaning it has the highest contribution
towards the overall certification on energy saving comparing to the other GBRSs.
• Under LEED, a 50% energy saving (capped) will achieve a 16% score toward the
overall certification.
• Green Star (Pathway E) shows the flattest curve, meaning it provides less reward
for the same energy saving percentage achieved under each GBRS (noting
that different baselines are adopted by GBRSs according to their jurisdiction)
compared to the others GBRSs.
• Green Star encourages energy saving to reach 100% with a 16% score
contribution to the overall certification.
• CGBL is an outlier as it does not award too much scores to the overall building
energy savings, as it focuses on the individual performance of each building
service system, which is included in both prerequisite and credit requirements.
• For EDGE, the performance-based rating system, different degrees of building
energy saving contribute to different certification levels. For example, 40%
energy saving contributes to 50% to the overall rating of “EDGE Advanced”
certification level. The rest part requires 20% water saving and 20% embodied
energy saving in materials.
For example, for a project building that intends to achieve an overall energy
saving of 30% (indicated with the red dotted line in Figure 5), EDGE awards project
buildings with “EDGE Certified” certification level45 (provided that 20% water
saving and 20% embodied energy saving in material could be achieved as well), and
LEED awards project buildings with the highest scores of 11% to the overall scores,
followed by BEAM Plus (15%), Green Mark (7%) and Green Star (6%), while CGBL only
awards project buildings with 1% of scores to the overall scores.

3.2.2. Baseline Buildings Selection
A baseline building is adopted for comparison with project buildings to determine
their energy saving performance. Baselines can be generalised into three types: i)
international or regional energy-related standards or codes; ii) a project building’s
historical performance data; and iii) regional buildings’ average performance.
For new buildings, scoring-based rating systems appoint baseline buildings with
reference to international or regional energy-related standards or codes, while
performance-based rating systems incorporate regional buildings’ average
performance into their database for comparison with the project buildings. Since
Green Star collaborated with NABERS in part of its rating system for new buildings,
the type of baseline buildings NABERS uses also applies to Green Star.
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TABLE 14
New Buildings Baseline Building Types Adopted by GBRSs
GBRSs/Types of
Baseline Building

International or
Regional Energyrelated Standards

CGBL

•

BEAM Plus

•

BREEAM

•

Green Mark

•

Green Star

•

LEED

•

Project Building’s
Historical
Performance Data

Regional Average
Buildings
Performance

•

EDGE

•

NABERS Energy

•

For existing buildings, the buildings’ historical energy consumption data or average
energy consumption data of regional buildings are usually used as a baseline to
calculate energy saving. As shown in Table 15, for rating systems that accept two
types of baseline buildings, project buildings have the flexibility to use either
one. Since project buildings are located in different locations, the actual energy
performance of project buildings may vary despite being certified with the same
rating level under the same GBRS due to the different baseline levels that different
locations may have.

TABLE 15
Existing Buildings Baseline Building Types Adopted by GBRSs
GBRSs/Types of
Baseline Building
BEAM Plus

International or
Regional Energyrelated Standards

Project Building’s
Historical
Performance Data
•

BREEAM

Regional Average
Buildings
Performance
•
•

Green Mark (NRB)

•

Green Mark (RB)

•

•

Green Star

•

•

LEED

•

•

EDGE

•

NABERS Energy

•
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3.3. ADVOCACY FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY
GBRSs encourage the replacement of fossil fuel energy with renewables which bring
forth opportunities for the generation and utilisation of renewable energy. Every
GRBS within the scope of the study incorporates renewable energy requirements.

3.3.1. Buildings’ Carbon Emissions Reduction Approaches
GBRSs recognise the efforts put forth by project buildings to reduce and/or offset
their carbon emissions. To facilitate analysis, we have categorised the carbon
emissions reduction approach into three main types:
i) On-site
renewable
energy

A renewable energy system that is located within the project’s
site boundary, or a project that has signed a lease agreement of a
renewable energy system, in which the energy generated is being
used by the project building itself. For example, the installation of
solar panels on top of project buildings.

ii) Off-site
renewable
energy

This refers to green power and renewable energy certificates
(RECs). Green power represents a sale of electricity generated
from renewable energy resources by a power service provider.
RECs represent the environmental benefits derived from
renewable energy projects; they are sold as a commodity
separately from the electricity. Both green power and RECs are
sold in blocks of megawatt-hours (MWh). 46

iii) Carbon
mitigation
project

Project buildings could fund activities that seek to avoid carbon
emissions to the atmosphere, such as methane abatement, energy
efficiency projects, reforestation and land-use changes.

TABLE 16
New Buildings Carbon Emissions Reduction Approaches Allowed in GBRSs
New Buildings Carbon Emissions Reduction Approaches
GBRSs

On-site
Renewable Energy

CGBL

•

BEAM Plus

•

BREEAM

•

Green Mark

•

Green Star

•

•

LEED

•

•

•

EDGE

•

•

•

NABERS Energy

•

•

•

Off-site
Renewable Energy
(Green Power, RECs)

Carbon
Mitigation Project
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PUCHARSING GREEN POWER AND
RECS IN HK AND CHINA
HONG KONG
Effective from 1 January 2019, The
Hongkong Electric Company and
CLP Power Hong Kong offer RECs for
customers whose purchases support
of the local development of renewable
energy.
According to the 2019 sustainability
reports of HK Electric and CLP Power,
an accumulated 5.3 GWh green
electricity were sold through RECs in

2019. Typical buyers of REC in Hong
Kong are companies in information and
communications technology (ICT) (e.g.
NTT COM Asia), asset management
(e.g. Schroder Investment Management
(Hong Kong)), banking (e.g. Citibank,
N.A., Bank of China (Hong Kong) and
Hang Seng Bank), the restaurant and
food services industry (e.g. Tai Hing
Worldwide Development and Men Wah
Bing Teng) and retail (e.g. L'Oréal Hong
Kong and the Dairy Farm Company
Limited - IKEA).

For more details, please visit https://www.hkelectric.com/en/corporate-social-responsibility/sustainability-reports/
year-2019; https://www.clpgroup.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-reports; https://www.hkelectric.com/en/
customer-services/smart-power-services/renewable-energy-certificates/rec-purchasers; https://services.clp.com.hk/en/
recertificate/halloffame.aspx.

MAINLAND CHINA
The Green Power Certificates voluntary
trading for non-water renewable energy
was launched in China on 1 July 2017 in a
bid to help reduce government subsidies
to the renewables sector. A Green Power
Certificate, each representing 1 MWh
of power from renewable sources, is a
confirmation and proof of attributes of
non-water renewable energy generation.
Renewable energy users such as private
and state businesses are encouraged to
buy the certificates.

According to real-time data from the
state-run trading platform47, there
were 2,179 purchasers subscribing a
total number of 37,611 Green Power
Certificates as of 8 April 2020. Typical
buyers of Green Power Certificates
are companies from the clothing and
footwear industry (e.g. 福建省莆田市双
源鞋业有限公司, or the Fujian Province
Putian City Shuangyuan Footwear
Limited) and the chemical industry (e.g.
Arkema (Suzhou) Polyamides Co., Ltd.).

For more details, please visit http://www.greenenergy.org.cn/gctrade/honor/honorList.jhtml.
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TABLE 17
Existing Buildings Carbon Emissions Reduction Approaches Allowed in GBRSs
Existing Buildings Carbon Emissions Reduction Approaches
GBRSs

On-site Renewable
Energy

BEAM Plus

•

BREEAM

•

Green Mark

•

Green Star

Off-site Renewable
Energy
(Green Power, RECs)

Carbon Mitigation
Project

•
•

LEED

•

•

•

EDGE

•

•

•

NABERS Energy

•

•

•

LEED, NABERS Energy, and EDGE accept the use of all three approaches to reduce
and/or offset carbon emissions for both new and existing buildings, allowing
flexibility for project buildings to determine approaches that suit them best.
With the exception of Green Star, all other GBRSs recognise energy consumption
reduction with the use of on-site renewable energy for both new and existing buildings,
encouraging project buildings to reduce their environmental impacts associated with
traditional energy sources by increasing the self-supply of renewable energy.
Space constraints and unfavourable locations are factors that obstruct project
buildings from employing the on-site renewable energy approaches. Purchasing offsite renewable energy and funding carbon mitigation project are being considered
as ways for project buildings to offset their carbon emissions and even to achieve
zero carbon building.

Case Study: Citibank in Hong Kong Invests in Renewable Energy Credits
Citibank has taken an important step towards achieving its goal to source renewable
energy for 100% of its global electricity needs through the purchase of RECs from
HK Electric and CLP Power. The investment is equivalent to the purchasing of a
combined 300,000 kWh of electricity generated by local renewable energy sources,
making Citibank the top REC purchaser in the Hong Kong financial sector, according
to Citi’s website. These renewable energy resources were either generated or
purchased by HK Electric and CLP Power, which included solar and wind power
projects.
The purchase of RECs is part of Citi’s sustainable progress strategy to meet its
2020 environmental footprint goal, which includes becoming carbon neutral and
using 100% renewable energy to power Citi’s global energy needs across its 7,500
facilities. In 2019, Citi made significant progress on this goal with the contracted
amount of renewable energy reaching 82%.
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In Hong Kong, the installation of solar panels for power generation on the rooftop
of Citi Tower, a Citibank-owned office building in Kowloon East, is scheduled for the
first quarter of 2020. The original build-out of Citi Tower obtained the LEED V2009
Platinum Certification and WELL Silver Certification in 2017 and 2018, respectively.
Referenced from Citi’s news release: Citi Hong Kong Invests in Renewable Energy Credits at http://citibank.com.hk/
english/info/pdf/Citi_HK_Invests_in_Renewable_Energy_Certificate_ENG.pdf and Citi’s Environmental, Social and
Governance Report 2019 at https://www.citigroup.com/citi/about/esg/download/2019/Global-ESG-Report-2019.pdf

3.3.2. Carbon Emissions Reduction/Offset Thresholds
All scoring-based rating systems stipulate that carbon emissions reduction/offset
approaches should be employed, set carbon emission reduction/offset thresholds,
and award scores to project buildings according to a broad spectrum of thresholds.
All performance-based rating systems accept project buildings that use any of the
three approaches to reduce energy consumption/carbon emissions.
Carbon Emissions Reduction with On-site Renewable Energy
For performance-based rating systems, both EDGE and NABERS Energy recognise
energy consumption reduction with the use of on-site renewable energy for both
new and existing buildings.
EDGE provides a total of 45 energy efficiency measures for applicants to apply to
their buildings. EDGE considers on-site renewable energy as one of the measures
to achieve EDGE certification. Please note that project buildings could opt for other
building energy efficiency measures as well to achieve their target certification
levels.
NABERS Energy also encourages project buildings to reduce their energy
consumption and GHG emissions by using on-site renewable energy. It sets an
energy consumption intensity range for each rating level: the higher the rating, the
lower the energy consumption intensity. Project buildings could opt for using on-site
renewable energy to reduce their energy consumption intensity to achieve a higher
rating.
For scoring-based rating systems, the scoring method for both new and existing
buildings is based on the percentage of annual building energy consumption or
carbon emission replaced by on-site renewable energy.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows that for new and existing buildings respectively, the
relationship between the percentage of annual building energy consumption or
carbon emission is replaced by on-site renewable energy and its corresponding
additional contribution to the overall rating in percentage. The contribution shown
in the figures for the scoring-based rating systems is calculated based on additional
points awarded besides that from building energy saving discussed in Figure 5.
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Figure 6
On-site Renewable Energy Contribution to the Overall Rating
for New Buildings
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As shown in Figure 6, all systems have different contributions to the overall rating.
Comparing the minimum threshold for percentage replacement of annual building
energy consumption or carbon emission by on-site renewable energy, BEAM Plus
sets the lowest minimum threshold (0.2%) among the scoring-based rating systems
and awards 0.94% of scores to the overall certification. Green Star sets the highest
minimum threshold (15%) among the scoring-based rating systems, and awards
only up to 2% of scores to the overall certification. Green Mark encourages 100%
on-site renewable energy offset (excluding household’s usage) with a total of 11%
scores contribution to the overall certification for residential buildings. BREEAM also
awards buildings to replace 100% of annual building energy consumption or carbon
emission by on-site renewable energy and awards up to 5% of scores to the overall
scores. EDGE allows project buildings to reduce 20%, 40% and 100% of energy
consumption with on-site renewable energy to achieve “EDGE Certified”, “EDGE
Advanced” and “Zero Carbon” certification levels, respectively.
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Figure 7
On-site Renewable Energy Contribution to the Overall Rating for
Existing Buildings48
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As shown in Figure 7, all scoring-based rating systems have different score
contributions. Comparing the minimum threshold for percentage replacement
of annual building energy consumption or carbon emission by on-site renewable
energy, BEAM Plus sets the lowest minimum threshold (0.2%) among the scoringbased rating systems and awards 0.6% of scores to the overall certification.
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Comparing the highest maximum threshold, BREEAM sets the highest maximum
threshold (20%) among the scoring-based rating systems and awards 5% of scores
to the overall certification. The on-site renewable energy contribution of EDGE for
existing buildings is the same with that for new buildings.
Carbon Emissions Offset with Off-site Renewable Energy and/or
Carbon Mitigation Projects
Due to space constraints, buildings in dense urban areas and energy-intensive
buildings could opt for purchasing off-site renewable energy and/or funding carbon
mitigation projects to offset their carbon emissions in order to achieve targeted
ratings.
For performance-based rating systems, EDGE and NABERS Energy recognise energy
consumption reduction with the use of off-site renewable energy and/or carbon
mitigation project for both new and existing buildings.
EDGE awards “Zero Carbon” certification to project buildings
that achieving carbon neutrality with 40% or more energy
savings on-site, then achieving 100% through on-site renewable
energy, off-site renewable energy, or carbon mitigation project.
NABERS Energy recognises that increasing energy efficiency
and decreasing GHG emissions are both effective approaches
to reducing the overall environmental impact of a building. On
this basis, the NABERS Energy rating provides project buildings with two different
star rating results: one measures the energy efficiency of a building, and the other
measures its GHG performance by taking into consideration the off-site renewable
energy. The results from both star ratings are provided when a project building
undertakes a NABERS Energy rating. NABERS has developed the Climate Active
Carbon Neutral Building Certification for project buildings that looking beyond
NABERS Energy to full carbon neutrality. This certification is applicable to buildings
with a NABERS Energy rating of 4 stars or above and use carbon offsets to cancel
the building’s emissions.
For scoring-based rating systems, only two GBRSs, Green Star and LEED, accredit
energy addressed by off-site renewable energy and/or carbon mitigation project in
new buildings; while three GBRSs, Green Mark, Green Star and LEED, accredit energy
addressed by off-site renewable energy and/or carbon mitigation project in existing
buildings.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the relationship between annual building energy
consumption or carbon emission reduction using off-site renewable energy and/
or carbon mitigation project, and the achievable scores contribution to the overall
certification for new and existing buildings respectively. The contribution shown in
the figures for the scoring-based rating systems is calculated based on additional
points awarded besides that from building energy saving discussed in Figure 5.
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Figure 8
Off-site Renewable Energy and/or Carbon Mitigation Project
Contribution of to the Overall Rating for New Buildings
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As shown in Figure 8, Green Star, LEED and EDGE accept off-site renewable
energy or carbon mitigation project for new buildings to offset their carbon
emissions. Green Star awards up to 16% of scores to the overall certification
(Green Star does not accept carbon mitigation projects); while LEED awards
only up to 2% of scores to the overall certification with using either offsite renewable energy or carbon mitigation projects. EDGE awards “Zero
Carbon” certification to project buildings that achieve carbon neutrality
with 40% or more energy savings on-site, then achieving 100% through
on-site renewable energy, off-site renewable energy, or carbon mitigation
project (provided that 20% water saving and 20% embodied energy saving
in materials could be achieved as well).
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Figure 9
Off-site Renewable Energy and/or Carbon Mitigation Project
Contribution to the Overall Rating for Existing Buildings
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Comparing the minimum threshold for the replacement of annual building energy
consumption or carbon emission by off-site renewable energy or carbon mitigation
projects, Green Mark sets the lowest minimum threshold (1%) among the scoringbased rating systems, which could contribute 0.6% of scores to the overall
certification for residential buildings (excluding household’s usage) using on-site or
off-site renewable energy. Similar to that for new buildings, Green Star and LEED
award scores to project buildings that offset their carbon emissions for existing
buildings. Green Star awards up to 23% of scores to the overall certification (Green
Star does not accept carbon mitigation projects); while LEED awards only up to 4%
of scores to the overall certification. The off-site renewable energy and/or carbon
mitigation projects contribution of EDGE for existing buildings is the same with that
for new buildings.
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3.4. ONGOING MONITORING FOR BUILDING ENERGY
		 PERFORMANCE AND DATA TRANSPARENCY
In order to further understand the role of each GBRS in the sustainable energy
management of green buildings and data transparency, this section mainly analyses
respective requirements for sharing ongoing monitoring data about energy
performance (“monitoring data”) after project buildings receive certifications. BEAM
Plus, LEED, BREEAM, Green Mark, and Green Star are equipped with credits for data
monitoring. LEED sets the requirements for sharing energy performance data as
a prerequisite, while other GBRSs consider it as a credit. Nevertheless, no penalty
was found for project buildings not submitting relevant monitoring data upon
receiving ratings.

Example: LEED’s Practices
In order to support energy management and identify opportunities
for additional energy savings by tracking building-level energy use,
LEED requires project buildings to commit to sharing with USGBC
the resulting energy consumption data for a five-year period
beginning on the date the project accepts LEED certification. The
commitment must carry on for five years or until the building changes ownership or
lessee. At a minimum, energy consumption must be tracked at one-month intervals.

TABLE 18
On-going Data Monitoring/Sharing Requirements after Project Buildings
Receive Certifications
GBRSs

On-going
Data
Monitoring/
Sharing

CGBL

Nil

BEAM Plus

Credit

BREEAM

Credit

Green
Mark

Data Sharing Target Recipients
Public

Building
Occupants

Publicly
Disclosed

Nil

Nil

Digital Platforms or Energy Display
Devices

No

Certification
Body

•
•

•

- Annual Report
- Digital Platforms or Energy Display
Devices

- Yes
- No

Credit

••

•

- Digital Platforms or Energy Display
Devices
- BCA Smart Chiller Portal49

- No
- No

Green Star

Credit

••

Building Logbook Toolkit

No

LEED

Prerequisite

- EPA’s Energy Star’s Portfolio
Manager Tool50
- Arc51
- USGBC-Approved Data Template52

- No
- No
- No

EDGE

Nil

Nil

Nil

NABERS
Energy

Nil

Nil

Nil

• New Buildings

•

Approaches to Data Sharing

••

• Existing Buildings
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As shown in Table 18, there are different degrees of energy data monitoring and
sharing. Building occupants and certification bodies are the major recipients with
whom the project owners must share building data. In general, building energy data
is not accessible to the public.
CGBL does not require on-going data monitoring or sharing post-certification.
Instead, some of the normal credits within the occupant convenience aspect are
related to intelligent operation, which require electronic devices or systems to be
installed for monitoring the energy consumption during the operational stage.
BEAM Plus sets bonus credits in new building certification to encourage real-time
data monitoring and sharing with building occupants through digital platforms or
energy display devices. For existing buildings, there is no requirement regarding
energy data sharing after certification.
BREEAM highly encourages new project buildings to share annual energy
consumption data with a certification body through annual reports for three
consecutive years from the start of the project by awarding bonus credits. It also
encourages new buildings to share data with building occupants through digital
platforms or energy display devices by rewarding normal credits. For existing
buildings, BREEAM encourages them to publicly publish sustainability reports based
on accurate and verifiable data by rewarding with normal credits.
Green Mark encourages new and existing project buildings to share real-time
monitoring data with building occupants through digital platforms or energy display
devices by rewarding with normal credits. Green Mark also encourages existing
residential buildings to disclose their annual energy consumption data to BCA (the
certification body) after certification, and existing non-residential buildings to
provide performance data through the BCA Smart Chiller Portal.
Green Star has the same requirements for new and existing buildings in terms
of data monitoring and sharing. Green Star encourages the display of the
building logbook toolkit at the project building to include the annual total energy
consumption in crowded spaces within the project building, by rewarding with
normal credits.
LEED requires project buildings to share their monitoring data with the certification
body as a prerequisite for both new and existing buildings. Building owners should
commit to sharing with USGBC the energy consumption data for a five-year period
beginning on the date that the project is certified.
As EDGE only focuses on technical solutions at the design stage to reduce
operational expense and environmental impact, it does not intend to assess the
actual performance of project buildings. Hence, it has no relevant requirements in
relation to the sharing of on-going data monitoring.
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NABERS Energy requires project buildings to submit actual energy data for
assessment before certification and undergo mandatory annual certification
renewal, although ongoing intra-year data monitoring is not required. After
assessing the energy performance of project buildings using 12 months of actual
data, NABERS publicly discloses on its website the rated buildings’ information,
including star ratings received, rating expiry dates, energy consumption and
corresponding carbon emissions with and without green power. See how NABERS
publicly discloses the results here: https://www.nabers.gov.au/ratings/find-acurrent-rating
The issue of limited energy data that is assessable to the public was also highlighted
in Improving Data Transparency in Buildings Energy Performance published by the
BEC in March 2020.
The report highlights data availability and granularity53 being one of the three main
barriers to improving data transparency in buildings.
For data availability and granularity, the fundamental challenge is to collect energy
consumption data at the building level effectively. The public relies on information
disclosed by building owners and managers, or utility companies, yet the study
conducted by BEC revealed that most property owners and managers were
unwilling to voluntarily disclose such information without incentives or government
regulations, as some of them encountered difficulties when attempting to obtain
energy consumption data from their tenants. Although utility companies have
data on individual buildings, it cannot be arbitrarily disclosed37 as it is owned by
individual customers. All these challenges need to be carefully considered before
entering into a real “green building” era.
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CASE STUDIES - ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF
CERTIFIED GREEN BUILDINGS
In the current building certification, actual energy consumption data is usually
required to be submitted and analysed. In most GBRSs, design parameters of new
buildings are usually used to predict energy performance. However, the actual
operational energy performance of certified new buildings after construction are
unknown. Case studies will be reviewed in this section to show whether certified
new buildings can achieve the targeted energy savings performance.

CASE 1 – COMMERCIAL BUILDING IN THE GBA49
BEAM Plus, CGBL and LEED are the most widely used green building rating systems
in the GBA. CGBL’s latest assessment standard has been implemented since
August 2019. Given the short implementation time, there are not enough project
cases available for analysis. The previous version54 of CGBL has two certifications:
the Design Label can be applied upon approval of design drawings, while the
Operation Label can only be applied after the completion and verification of project
construction, and with an operational period for at least one year. In other words,
only design documents and predictions of energy consumption are to be provided
for the Design Label. Operational data must be provided to demonstrate the actual
energy performance of a project building for the Operation Label. From 2016 to the
end of 2019, there were 67 project buildings in the GBA (excluding Hong Kong and
Macao) that were assessed and certified by the CGBC, of which five project buildings
were granted Operation Labels. From 2018 to the end of 2019, seven project
buildings in Hong Kong were assessed under the Assessment Standard for Green
Building (GB/T 50378-2014) and all of them were granted Design Labels. In this
study, the “Shekou Cruise Centre”55 project will be used as a case to demonstrate
the actual performance of project buildings certified by CGBL.
The Shekou Cruise Centre, located in a reclamation area (known as Taizi Bay) on
the southwestern portion of Shekou, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, is an open port
for passenger and cargo transportation. The centre undertakes all cargo shipping
business originally undertaken by the Shekou passenger transportation terminal
since its official operation on 31 October 2016. The project, which is affiliated with
China Merchants Shekou Industrial Zone Holdings Co., Ltd, covers an area of more
than 40,000 square meters with a total construction area of 130,000 square meters
and a total of 12 floors. As a comprehensive building project, it integrates sea and
land transportation transfer, customs clearance services, office, commercial, coastal
leisure, and support services.
At the design stage, the estimated energy consumption was 64.76 kWh / year.
This marked 51.35% energy savings compared to the baseline building, meaning it
achieved the 50% energy saving requirement for the Design Label. After one year
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of operation, the actual energy consumption of the project was 63.16 kWh / year,
performing even better than the design case and saving 52.55% of energy compared
to the baseline building. Therefore, the project was certified at 3 Stars level with an
Operation Label in September 2018. The green energy-saving measures adopted by
the project include:
-

-

-

-

Energy-saving building envelope structure: In this project, the roof area with a
solar radiation reflection coefficient of at least 0.4 accounts for 80% of the total
roof area; the road area with a solar radiation reflection coefficient of at least 0.4
accounts for 87% of the total road area.
High energy-efficient air conditioning system: The performance of air
conditioning units of the chiller plant is 6% higher than the requirements of
Design Standard for Energy Efficiency of Public Buildings (GB 50189-2015); the
energy consumption of the air conditioning system for this project has decreased
by 18.36%.
Energy-saving lighting system: Combined automatic and central control modes
are adopted for public lighting areas such as corridors, halls, underground
parking lots and large spaces; the stairwell lighting is controlled by infrared
sensor, while exterior night lighting is controlled by timer and light sensor.
Intelligent elevator system: There are 31 elevators and 45 escalators used
in this project. All of them are controlled by intelligent control and variablefrequency drive.

CASE 2 - COMMERCIAL BUILDING IN SOUTH BRAZIL56
In LEED certification, it is compulsory for the certified buildings to share operational
data with the certification body. However, in most cases, projects prefer not to
publicly disclose their actual energy data. Therefore, few actual cases are available
for study. Making use of publicly available information, this study took a research
paper in 2016 as a reference. It focused on a Brazilian commericial building certified
with a LEED-Gold Rating. Differences were compared between its actual energy
performance and predictions from design parameters.
This building in south Brazil was set on a 23,000 m2 site, with a total building area of
approximately 11,000 m2. Construction began in 2007. It has been occupied since
2009. It was certified as gold rating by version 2.2 of LEED-NC (new constructions).
This research revealed that the actual energy consumption (2,892,229 kWh/year)
was 32% higher than that of the value specified in the design stage (1,946,284
kWh/year)57, and 23% higher than the baseline building in LEED standard
(2,227,339 kWh/year). These discrepancies might result from the fact that the
number of occupants during the post-occupancy was 1.6 times that of the predicted
occupancy in the design stage.
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The main design measures aimed at certification related to energy consumption:
-

-

Brise-soleil (an architectural feature of a building that reduces heat gain within
that building by deflecting sunlight)58 on the north and south façades, large
windows with panes that reduced heat absorption and excess light;
Fine limestone pebbles on the building’s flat roof and whinstone pathways to
secure the appropriate levels of irradiation reflectance;
Reflecting pool to guarantee appropriate relative humidity levels;
Windows that may be opened as a means of natural ventilation and shafts;
Temperature, humidity, and CO2 sensors in working spaces and shared areas; LED
(Light Emitter Diode) lighting used in all passages and rooms where activities may
be carried out under low light; and use of the DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting
Interface) system, which ensured the interchangeable character and operation of
dimmerbased devices used in the building based on the intensity of natural light
to maintain 500 lux over a workstation.
Emphasis on the stairway as a major aspect in the use of common areas, with
zenithal lighting as a means to discourage users from resorting to the elevator;
Central closed-loop, cold-water air conditioning system.

The case from Brazil shows that a certified green building could consume more
energy than its predicted value. The outcome is affected by building operating
conditions, such as increasing number of occupants, which would directly lead to
increasing energy demand.

CASE 3 – HOTEL IN SUZHOU, CHINA59
The Radisson Suzhou Hotel applied for EDGE Certification and achieved an EDGE
certificate in May 2020. It has achieved energy savings of 22%, water savings of
27%, and 28% of less embodied energy in materials, which is equvailant to a saving
of 226.85 tCO2/year operation CO2. The hotel adopted a number of energy saving
measures, including reduced window to wall ratio, insulation of external walls,
low-E coated glass, variable refrigerant volume (VRV) cooling system, variable speed
drives on the fans of cooling towers, variable speed drives pumps, high efficiency
condensing boiler for space heating, high efficiency boiler for water heating, variable
speed hoods with automated fan controls, energy-saving light bulbs in internal
spaces, external spaces and back-of-house, and solar hot water collectors. EDGE
conducted an inspection to verify that the estimated energy savings was achieved.
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FINDINGS
This section presents the main findings and highlights of this study.

TABLE 19
Highlights of the Study
Study Topics

Highlights

GREEN BUILDING RATING SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
Certification
Methodology

GBRSs with more certification levels are designed for an easier entry-level
certification.
• Easier entry-level certification (more certification levels): New
buildings: BREEAM; Existing buildings: BREEAM and Green Star
• Harder entry-level certification (less certification levels): New
buildings: Green Mark and Green Star; Existing buildings: Green Mark

Application
Process

GBRSs provide different guidance and tools to facilitate the application
process and provide instructions to applicants.
• Most support: LEED and NABERS (provide step-by-step guidance), and
EDGE (provides online software that generates preliminary modelling
results, hypothetical costs and payback periods)

Certificate
Not all GBRSs require post-issuance documentation to maintain existing
Renewal for
buildings certification to continually validate the building performance.
existing buildings • Require post-issuance documentation: Green Star (3.25 years
certification validity) and LEED (5 years certification validity)
• Do not require post-issuance documentation: BEAM Plus (5 years
certification validity), BREEAM (1 year certification validity), Green
Mark (3 years certification validity), EDGE (for Zero Carbon, 4 years
certification validity) and NABERS Energy (1 year certification validity)
A shorter validity period for an existing building certificate implies that
the building’s performance has been validated more recently.
• Shortest period: BREEAM and NABERS Energy (1 year)
• Longest period: BEAM Plus (5 years)
• No certificate expiration date: EDGE “Certified” and “Advanced”
Incentives and
Regulations

Incentives and mandatory governmental regulations are essential for
developers, building’s owners and tenants to adopt GBRSs. For example:
the GFA concession incentive with BEAM Plus (based on BSL’s estimation,
around 60% of new buildings in Hong Kong would go for BEAM Plus
assessment and >95% of projects also applied for GFA concession),
the financial incentive scheme with Green Mark, and the mandatory
disclosure of office energy performance with NABERS Energy.
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Study Topics

Highlights

ENERGY ASPECT COMPARISON
Energy Aspect
Although energy aspect is one of the top three contributors across all
Score Setting and GBRSs in both new and existing buildings, the degree varies greatly, in
Focus Areas
particular between scoring-based and performance-based GBRSs.
For performance-based GBRSs:
• NABERS Energy has the highest contribution of energy aspect to the
overall rating as it is a standalone certification scheme for energy
aspect
• EDGE’s energy contribution to the overall certification range between
33% to 71% according to different certification levels
For scoring-based GBRSs:
• The energy aspect contribution of the scoring-based GBRSs range
between 9% (CGBL) to 30% (LEED) for new buildings and between 20%
(BREEAM Part three) to 52% (Green Mark-RB) for existing buildings
Energy Saving
Requirements/
incentives

GBRSs with the highest and lowest contribution to the overall rating for
buildings, when with the same overall building energy saving: 60
• Highest contribution:
For scoring-based system: LEED;
For performance-based system: EDGE
• NABERS has a standalone certification scheme for energy aspect and
uses a building’s energy consumption intensity to determine the rating
level, instead of the percentage of energy saving.
• Lowest contribution: CGBL
Only two GBRSs offer incentives for 100% energy savings.
• EDGE provides 71% contribution to the overall rating
• Green Star provides limited incentive of up to 16% to the overall rating
NABERS has a standalone certification scheme for energy aspect, NABERS
Energy, and uses a building’s energy consumption intensity to determine
the rating level. The lower the energy consumption intensity, the higher
the rating.

Advocacy for
Renewable
Energy

• All of the GBRSs allow on-site carbon emissions offset
• 33%-100% contribution on performance-based GBRSs for both new
and existing buildings
• <11% and <5% contribution on all scoring-based GBRSs for new and
existing buildings respectively
• GBRSs that do not cover any of the off-site renewable energy and
carbon mitigation projects: CGBL, BEAM Plus and BREEAM

Ongoing
Monitoring for
Building Energy
Performance
and Data
Transparency

Ongoing energy data monitoring and disclosure post-certification is not a
mandatory requirement for most of the scoring-based GBRSs:
• Must (as prerequisite): LEED, data are only shared with certification
bodies
• Optional (as credit): BEAM Plus, BREEAM, Green Mark, and Green Star
• No requirement: CGBL
For performance-based GBRSs:
• EDGE does not require project buildings to submit ongoing monitoring
data
• NABERS Energy requires project buildings to submit actual energy data
for assessment before certification and it is on an annual renewal basis
• NABERS publicly discloses on its website the results of rated buildings.
See how NABERS publicly discloses the results here: https://www.
nabers.gov.au/ratings/find-a-current-rating
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APPENDIX 1: GUIDELINES AND TOOLS PROVIDED BY GBRSS
GBRSs

Guidelines

Tools

CGBL

Assessment standard for green building GB/T 50378-2019
(It includes credit requirements with
explanations, and list of submittals)
-

BEAM Plus

-

-

BREEAM

-

-

Assessment Manual (It includes
credit objective, credit requirement
with explanations, and list of
submittals)
BEAM Plus Project Assessment
Procedures Manual

-

BREEAM International New
Construction 2016 (It includes
credit aim, checklists and tables,
compliance notes, methodology,
evidence, etc.)
BREEAM In-Use International 2015
(It includes credit aim, assessment
criteria, evidence, etc.)

-

-

-

-

-

Green Mark

BCA Green Mark Assessment Criteria,
Online Application and Verification
Requirements (It includes criteria
intent, assessment criteria and
documentation requirements)

GB Online (It provides fast and easy access to
online project submission)
GB Helper (It incorporates project management
functions including submission templates, selfassessment report, pre-assessment, etc.)
Green Building APP (It includes functions such
as green building data statistics, information
notifications, database, mobile green building map,
Q&A, etc.)
Submission Templates
Fee Scale (It shows variable registration and
certification fees for projects to estimate the cost
of certifying their buildings)
Technical Circular (It provides clarifications or
addendum of requirements)
FAQ (It provides information on frequently asked
questions or concerns)
BREEAM Projects Online
BREEAM In-Use Online
Knowledge Base (Knowledge Base for all BREEAM
and HQM schemes provides online access to all
existing Compliance Notes (CNs) not currently
listed in the manuals.)
Assessor Forum
BREEAM Wiki (A centralised library of guidance
and best practice created not by BRE but by users
and other key stakeholders of BREEAM schemes
and tools)
Green Guide Calculator (To enable BREEAM and
CSH assessors to quickly and efficiently generate
Green Guide ratings for a significant proportion of
specifications not listed in the Green Guide Online
and not for public use)
BREEAM API (To explore and integrate BREEAM
rating data on thousands of certified building
assessments across 50 countries directly with your
own tools, websites or software)

BCA Green Mark Online (It is designed to facilitate
the project application submission and certification
process)
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GBRSs

Guidelines

Tools

Green Star

Green Star Technical Manuals (It
includes credit aim, credit criteria,
compliance requirements with
explanations, guidance, documentation
requirements, etc.)
-

LEED

-

-

LEED Reference Guidelines (It
includes credit intent, credit
requirement with explanations,
step-by-step guidance, required
documentation, related credit tips,
etc.)
Guides to LEED Certification

-

Submission Templates for Green Star (Projects
must submit these Submission Templates provided
and are not permitted to use an alternative
document)
Calculators and guides (To calculate a number of
credits require additional calculations to determine
the number of scores awarded)
Submission requirements checklist (A completed
submission requirements checklist must be
submitted by all projects teams)
GBCA Submission Portal (All project teams have
access to GBCA Submission Portal, and made it
easy to submit documentation for assessment.)
LEED Credit Library (It provides a comprehensive
list of all credits available in pursuing certification
of project)
LEED Online submission platform
LEED Submission Sample Forms (It provides
submission templates for project teams to better
understand what have to be submitted)
Addenda Database (It consists of LEED
interpretations and corrections)

EDGE

EDGE User Guide (It provides a variety
of high-efficiency measures for users
to choose, including requirement
summary, intention, approach/
methodologies, potential technologies/
strategies, relationship to other
measures, etc.)

EDGE online software (It is for users to input project
characteristics online, and then calculate the final
energy use, final water use, operational CO2 saving,
embodied energy savings, hypothetical costs and
payback periods)

NABERS

Handbook for Estimating NABERS
Ratings (It provides guidance for
developing an estimate of the energy
consumption of a space type for
a NABERS Energy Commitment
Agreement)

-

-

NABERS Rating Calculator (It is for applicants to
get an idea of how well the building or tenancy is
performing)
Search Engine for Commitment Agreements (It
shows the status of buildings and whether project
applicants have fulfilled the commitment they
made)
Search Engine for Rated Buildings (It shows an allin-one building profile information including star
ratings, rating expiry dates, the energy and water
use, or indoor quality score, or recycling rates)
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APPENDIX 2: CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES OF GBRSS
(for New Buildings Only)

1. CGBL

Pre-assessment
(optional)
Collect necessary
project information and
documents and submit
to the certification body
through the GB online
platform after examining
construction drawings.

REGISTRATION

DESIGN

Green Building
Label

Upon completion of
construction, update
all necessary project
documents to finalised
versions and submit to
the certification body
through the GB online
platform.

CONSTRUCTION

The certification body
accepts applications and
conducts documentation
review including format
review and evaluation by
the Expert Committee.

OPERATION

The certification body
accepts applications and
conducts documentation
review including format
review and evaluation by
the Expert Committee.

Points to note:
*
As the certification procedure of CGBL is not clearly and precisely indicated on official channels, and in most cases the certification work
is conducted by various local certification bodies, what is shown above is a general process. The specific process may vary according to
the certification level pursued.

2. BEAM Plus

PA Certificate*
Submit design value
and document including
design drawings,
calculations, etc. through
FTP or CD-ROM.

REGISTRATION

DESIGN
Provisional assessment
is conducted based on
design submissions.

FA Certificate

Update to as-built
documents and submit
though FTP or CDROM.

CONSTRUCTION

OPERATION

Final assessment includes
review of as-built drawings,
simulation results, site
monitoring records, etc.
Site inspection may occur.

Points to note:
*
A two-stage PA (provisional assessment) is an option applicable to new buildings projects aiming for Bronze or above. Applicants who
apply for this option only need to submit the “Prerequisites” for assessment in the first stage. The rest of the credits will be undertaken
at the second stage assessment.
**

For existing building certification, provisional assessment is optional.
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3. BREEAM

Interim (design)
Certification
(optional)

Pre-assessment
(optional)
Appoint a licensed
BREEAM assessor and
register the project
through the appointed
BREEAM assessor.

Final (post
construction)
Certification

Collect necessary project
design information and
pass to the licensed
assessor through
BREEAM online.

Collect necessary
project information and
pass to the licensed
assessor through
BREEAM online.

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

REGISTRATION
Carry out a pre-assessment
with assistance of licensed
Assessor, to understand the
achievable certification levels
for project building.

BRE accepts the
application and
evaluates the
evidence.

OPERATION

The licensed assessor reviews
the information and submit
the assessment result to
the certification body for a
certification decision.

Points to note:
*
A licensed BREEAM assessor shall be appointed for a project building to conduct BREEAM certification work. The licensed assessor can
guide the project buildings’ certification process, which is of great help to applicants who are not familiar with BREEAM.

4. Green Mark61
Letter of Award
(optional)

REGISTRATION

Certification or Letter of
completion of stage 1
verification

Submit application with
relevant supporting
documents for
certification through
BCA Green Mark Online
upon finalisation of
building design.

Submit all design and
documentary evidences
according to as-built
condition through BCA
Green Mark Online.

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

Pre-assessment audit to be
conducted to give the project
team a better understanding
of the criteria and evaluation
of the certification level
sought.

Certification*

OPERATION

Actual assessment to be
conducted once the design and
documentary evidences are ready.
Stage 1 Site verification to
be conducted upon project
completion.

Points to note:
*
For BCA Green Mark Goldplus and Platinum Non-Residential projects, certification will be obtained only after energy modelling with actual
data has been completed.
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5. Green Star

Design Review
Certified Rating
(optional)
Submit design
documentation through
the GBCA Submission
Portal or file transfer
website to the GBCA for
assessment.

REGISTRATION

DESIGN

As-built Certified
Rating

Submit updated
documentation through
the GBCA Submission
Portal or file transfer
website to the GBCA for
assessment.

CONSTRUCTION

Submissions are reviewed
by an independent
panel of sustainable
development experts and
an overall score is decided.

OPERATION

Submissions are reviewed
by an independent
panel of sustainable
development experts and
an overall score is decided.

Points to note:
*
As-built certification must be finished and closed within 24 months from a project’s construction completion.

6. LEED
Pre-certificate
(optional)
Submit design value and
document through LEED
Online.

REGISTRATION

DESIGN
A preliminary review
is conducted based on
design submission.

Final
Certificate

Project file in LEED
Online updated to asbuilt design.

CONSTRUCTION

Sharing the energy
metering data for at
least five-year period
with the USGBC.

OPERATION

Final project review of asbuilt project documentation
including drawings, simulation
reports, purchase orders, etc.

Points to note:
*
It is a requirement to share a five-year period of energy metering data with USGBC, with the period beginning from the day of
certification.
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7. EDGE

Preliminary
Certification*
Submit design value
and document online
through EDGE webbased software.

REGISTRATION

DESIGN

EDGE Final
Certification (except
for Zero Carbon)

EDGE
Zero
Carbon

Project file in EDGE
web-based software
updated to as-built
design.

To claim for Zero
Carbon building, the
project shall submit
the operational data
at least one year
after final EDGE
certification with
75% occupancy.

CONSTRUCTION

OPERATION

Preliminary audit
is based on design
documentation.

Final project audit includes
validation by readily available
documentation and site visit.

Points to note:
*
Existing buildings can go straight to final certification.
*

Projects can apply for “Zero Carbon” at least one year after final EDGE certification with 75% occupancy, when operation data must be
submitted to prove compliance.

8. NABERS Energy

Commitment
Agreement
Certificate

Sign the Commitment
Agreement contract.
Submit the energy
modelling results and
minimum documentation
through email, file hosting
services or registered post.

REGISTRATION

DESIGN

NABERS Energy
Performance
Rating
Submit actual energy
consumption data for twelve
months, along with drawings,
meter management plan,
utility bills, etc. through
email, file hosting services,
or registered post.

CONSTRUCTION

OPERATION

Contact a member of the
Independent Design Review
(IDR) Panel to review project
and obtain an IDR report.

NABERS accredited assessor will carry
out a performance rating based on
twelve months of real, operational
energy usage.

Email the IDR report to
NABERS.

Site inspection is necessary to confirm
that the information provided is
accurate, current and complete.

Points to note:
*
NABERS performance ratings are based on a full year of operation data, and are valid for 12 months.
**

With the Commitment Agreement certificate, the applicant will have a full license to promote the target rating.
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APPENDIX 3: PERCENTILE ENERGY SAVINGS AND THE SCORE CONTRIBUTION
TO THE OVERALL SCORES
(for new buildings only)
CGBL

BEAM Plus

Green Mark (NRB)

Green Star (Pathway E)

LEED

% Energy
Saving

Score
Contribution

% Energy
Saving

Score
Contribution

% Energy
Saving

Score
Contribution

% Energy
Saving

Score
Contribution

% Energy
Saving

Score
Contribution

10%

0.45%

1%

0.94%

1%

0.24%

10%

3.40%

6%

0.91%

20%

0.91%

3%

1.87%

2%

0.48%

16%

4.80%

8%

1.82%

5%

2.81%

3%

0.71%

26%

6.20%

10%

2.73%

7%

3.74%

4%

0.95%

36%

7.60%

12%

3.64%

9%

4.68%

5%

1.19%

60%

10.40%

14%

4.55%

11%

5.61%

6%

1.43%

80%

13.20%

16%

5.45%

13%

6.55%

7%

1.67%

100%

16.00%

18%

6.36%

15%

7.48%

8%

1.90%

20%

7.27%

17%

8.42%

9%

2.14%

22%

8.18%

19%

9.35%

10%

2.38%

24%

9.09%

21%

10.48%

11%

2.62%

26%

10.00%

23%

11.60%

12%

2.86%

29%

10.91%

25%

12.72%

13%

3.10%

32%

11.82%

27%

13.85%

14%

3.33%

35%

12.73%

29%

14.97%

15%

3.57%

38%

13.64%

16%

3.81%

42%

14.55%

17%

4.05%

46%

15.45%

18%

4.29%

19%

4.52%

20%

4.76%

21%

5.00%

22%

5.24%

23%

5.48%

24%

5.71%

25%

5.95%

26%

6.19%

27%

6.43%

28%

6.67%

29%

6.90%

30%

7.14%

31%

7.38%

32%

7.62%

33%

7.86%
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ENDNOTES
1.

Reference: https://ekotrope.com/prescriptive-vs-performancebuilding-energy-codes/

2.

The International Capital Market Association provides services
and assistance to participants in the international capital
and securities markets. ICMA has published frameworks that
are adopted globally for the issuance of green, social and
sustainability bonds, such as the Green Bond Principles, the
Social Bond Principles and the Sustainability-Linked Bonds.

3.

The Climate Bonds Initiative is an international organisation
focused on climate change solutions. CBI has developed the
Climate Bonds Standard and Certification Scheme, a labelling
scheme for bonds and loans to ensure that bonds and loans are
consistent with the 2 degrees Celsius warming limit in the Paris
Agreement.

4.

The Asia Pacific Loan Market Association represents the interests
of institutions active in the syndicated loan markets in the AsiaPacific region. APLMA is one of the developers of the Green Loan
Principles.

5.

World Green Building Council, https://www.worldgbc.org/ratingtools.

6.

The current assessment standard for existing buildings under
CGBL is applicable for existing buildings with major renovation/
alteration work. The standard is currently under a major revision,
and is therefore being excluded from the study.

7.

EDGE User Guide for All Building Types is applicable to both new
and existing buildings.

8.

“Local” indicates that, up to now, the rating system is used within
its origin country or region only.

9.

“International” indicates that apart from its origin, the rating
system has also been adopted by other countries or regions.

10. Only applicable for non-residential projects.
11. More information on LEED-related certification: USGBC has
developed LEED Zero, a complement to LEED that verifies the
achievement of net zero goals. It recognises project buildings
that meet net zero targets in carbon, energy, water and waste.
To obtain LEED Zero Energy certification, project buildings must
achieve a source energy use balance of zero for the past year.
The net zero energy balance is based on the quantity of source
energy delivered and the quantity of renewable energy that
displaces non-renewable energy on the grid.
12. When all prerequisites are met, the project building will be
granted certified rating, and all prerequisites are granted 40
scores when calculating the overall score of the project building.
13. In BEAM Plus, Prerequisites Achieved only represents the
project buildings have met all the prerequisites, rather than a
certification rating.
14. In Green Star, 0 Star only represents “Assessed”, rather than a
rating.
15. In most aspects of each rating system, there are prerequisites
with no score assigned. Whereas in CGBL, when meeting all
prerequisites, project buildings will be granted an integrated
score of 40 in the overall scores calculation.

17. In BREEAM, the scores shown in the Table adopt the weighting
factors provided by BREEAM in the guideline, for non-residential
buildings and fully-fitted type of buildings.
18. In BREEAM, the project building’s final score will be capped at
100.
19. In Green Star, the 10 additional scores in the “Innovation” aspect
exceed the number of scores used to calculate the rating; the
innovation scores can be used by project teams to increase the
number of scores to contribute to their rating.
20. NABERS Energy rating is categorised into six levels. The higher
the rating, the lower the energy consumption intensity. An
energy consumption intensity range is set for each level. For
example, for buildings with 80% electricity use and 20% gas use,
the range of energy consumption intensity to determine NABERS
Energy rating would be: 996 - 1,251MJ/m² for 2.5 stars; 544 592MJ/m² for five stars (referenced from NABERS: Lessons from
12 Years of Performance Based Ratings in Australia).
21. There are two major schemes under BEAM Plus Existing
Buildings: the comprehensive scheme and selective scheme. The
comprehensive scheme is selected for the study. For selective
scheme, each aspect will be assessed on an individual basis, with
a certificate issued for each assessed aspect.
22. For BCA Green Mark Goldplus and Platinum non-residential
projects.
23. For projects that only apply for “Zero Carbon”.
24. Under special circumstances, project buildings can omit the preassessment of BEAM Plus with reasonable justification provided.
25. Green Mark: Non-residential projects need to carry out energy
modelling with 12 months of actual data when applying for
Goldplus and Platinum.
26. EDGE: Projects can apply for “Zero Carbon” at least one year
after final EDGE certification with 75% occupancy, when
operational data must be submitted to prove compliance.
27. NABERS: NABERS performance ratings should be achieved
after the building is in operation for a whole year, and the
performance ratings are valid for 12 months.
28. The overall rating is presented by the total scores in each rating
system; and all scores shown in this Table are normalised with
corresponding weighting factors.
29. For GBRSs that have more than three credits with the same
score, these credits are all listed in the Table; for those that have
less than three credits, all of the credits are listed in the Table.
30. CGBL has more detailed energy prescriptive requirements in
its prerequisites, which include the requirements for heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems. Those prerequisites
serve as minimum requirements that applicants must fulfil and
do not earn any score individually. Therefore, the scores for CGBL
shown in this Table does not cover those “prerequisites”.
31. BEAM Plus offers a standalone certification scheme for the
energy aspect under its selective scheme.

16. BEAM Plus has a maximum score of 100.
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ENDNOTES

32. BEAM Plus adopts two benchmarking tools in Hong Kong,
the EMSD Benchmarking Tool, which is applicable to
residential buildings and commercial buildings; and the HKGBC
Benchmarking & Energy Saving Tool – Office Buildings, which
is for office buildings only. Both tools categorise buildings into
three levels, “Good”, “General” and “Below Average”, based
on their energy performance in the energy utilisation index.
For the EMSD Benchmarking Tool, “Good” means the building’s
energy performance is among the top 25th percentile of
other similar premises, “General” means the building’s energy
performance is between the bottom 25th and the top 25th
premises percentile of other similar premises, and “Below
Average” means the building’s energy performance is among the
bottom 25th percentile of other similar premises. For the HKGBC
Benchmarking & Energy Saving Tool – Office Buildings, “Good”
means the building’s energy performance is among the top 25th
percentile of other similar office buildings, “General” means the
building’s energy performance is between the bottom 50th and
the top 25th premises percentile of other similar office buildings,
and “Below Average” means the building’s energy performance
is among the bottom 50th percentile of other similar office
buildings.
33. The weighting of the energy aspect for new buildings in BREEAM
varies depending on building types and locations. We have
therefore cited in this Table the weightings provided by BREEAM
for non-residential & fully fitted type in its certification guideline
on Page 25-Table 5.
34. In the BREEAM new building certification, three indicators
(energy demand, energy consumption and CO2 emissions) are
used to calculate EPRNC points (a matrix developed by BREEAM),
and the translator curves of these three indicators into EPRNC
points are customised for a project building. The points of EPRNC
will then determine the scores achieved by a project building.
35. This credit requires applicant to provide the savings data for
one or more energy sources and systems. It does not require an
overall building energy saving.
36. This credit assigns scores for air conditioning systems, lighting
systems, carparks, receptacle load and building energy
respectively.
37. This credit assigns scores for air conditioning system, lighting
system and carpark respectively. It does not require an overall
building energy saving.
38. An index measures energy consumption in kWh/m2/year.

42. For Green Mark, the scaled scoring method applies to NRB only.
43. For Green Star, only one of the pathways provided for new
buildings (i.e. Pathway E) employs the scaled scoring method.
44. The raw data of this Figure is included in Appendix 3.
45. EDGE considers buildings’ combined performance in energy,
water and materials aspects. To achieve any certification levels, a
building must fulfil the criteria set for each aspect.
46. Referenced from https://www.nrel.gov/climate-neutral/greenpower.html.
47. The Green Power Certificates trading platform could be accessed
here: http://www.greenenergy.org.cn/.
48. Green Star is not illustrated in Figure 7 as it does not award
scores for energy consumption reduction with the use of on-site
renewable energy for existing buildings.
49. Access: https://www.bca.gov.sg/GreenMarkEBPortal/Chiller/
login.aspx
50. Access: https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-ownersand-managers/existing-buildings/use-portfolio-manager
51. Access: https://arcskoru.com/
52. Access: https://www.usgbc.org/resources/usgbc-approved-datatemplate
53. Reference to the report on improving data transparency in
building energy. https://bec.org.hk/files/images/Resource_
Centre/Publications/Improving%20Data%20Transparency%20
in%20Buildings%20Energy%20Performance.pdf
54. Assessment Standard for Green Building (GB/T 50378-2014)
55. Source: Shenzhen Deefon Building Technology Co., Ltd.
56. Kern, A.P.; Antoniolli, C.B.; Wander, P.R.; Mancio, M.; González,
M.A.S. Energy and water consumption during the postoccupancy phase and the users’ perception of a commercial
building certified by leadership in energy and environmental
design (LEED). J. Clean. Prod. 2016, 133, 826–834.
57. The LEED-Gold certified building was awarded 1 score against its
12.6% energy saving in LEED v2.2.
58. Borden, Gail Peter; Meredith, Michael, eds. (2012). Matter:
Material Processes in Architectural Production. Routledge. p.
330.

39. This credit assigns scores for the building’s fabric, the building’s
modelled GHG emissions, procurement of off-site renewables,
and other prescriptive measures.

59. The case study was provided by EDGE.

40. Referenced from: https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/
authoring-tools/terminology

61. Source: https://www.bca.gov.sg/greenmark/others/Verification_
Workflow_20180612.pdf

60. BREEAM is excluded from the comparison, please refer to section
3.2 for the reasons of exclusion.

41. The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) is a professional association
seeking to advance heating, ventilation, air conditioning and
refrigeration (HVAC&R) systems design and construction (https://
www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines/
general-information).
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